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VOLUME FIFTY-ONE.

OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.. THURSDAY. APRIL I, 1926.__________________________ WHOLE NUMBER. 2644.
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For The Independent.
EASTER ASPIRATIONS
The blessed Easter time is here
The symbol of a grand rebirth,
While voices sing sw eet songs of cheer
And spread glad tidings o’er the earth.
The Easter-lilies fair unfold
In all their loveliness and grace,
Revealing calyxes of gold,
They lend a glory to the place.
The tiny blades of grass w ill give
Unto the earth a carpet fair,
Dew kissed—sun warmed the flowers live
And shed their fragrance on the air.
We see within this teeming earth
Wooed by a power w e deem divine,
The promise of another birth,
Reflected in your heart and mine.
The song birds fly from tree to tree
And sing their carols loud and long,
They seem to hold a jubilee
And broadcast to the breeze their song.
It stimulates the human heart
At this the happy Easter time,
To try to live, the better part,
Thus unto loftier heights we climb.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester, Mass.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES
Miss Ida Firth, of Norristown and
Mr. Daniel Horning, of Port Indian,
spent Sunday w ith.jjr. and Mrs. My
ron Bortz and Sony*
Mr. Francis Clamer and Mr. Louis
Cornish were the guests of Mr. Chas.
Allen, of Germantown, Sunday.
Mrs. Wm. McAllister spent several
days in Muncy.
Mrs. Charles Vanderslice is confined
to the house with illness.
Miss Amy Butler, of New Jersey,
and Mr. Guy Koons, of New Castle,
were the week end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Butler.
Miss Mildred Omwake, of Wash
ington, is spending the week with Dr.
G. L. Omwake and family.
Miss Estelle Kline, a student in
the West Chester Normal School, is
spending the Easter vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Darius Kline.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Miller, of Phila
delphia, spent the week end with Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Bortz.
Miss Mary Markley, of New York,
visited with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Markley over the week end. /
Mr. and Mrs. Veo Small and fam
ily, of Pottstown, spent Saturday in
town.
Mr. Donald Ebert, of Baltimore,
Maryland, spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hendricks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Conway, Miss El
sie Conway, Mrs. J. Miller and son
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Brown, of Spring City.
Mrs. Homing of Norristown, vis
ited friends in town over the week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poper and fam
ily have moved from Worcester to
Collegeville, in the former Abram H.
Tyson homestead on Second avenue.
Mrs. Howard Rushong is teaching
the 3rd and 4th grades in the local
school during the absence of Miss
Dorothy Hottenstine, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Fillman, of Potts
town, spent the week end with Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Moyer and family.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Gawthrop, of
Wilmington, Del., Miss Bernice Wag
ner, of Elkton, Md.,' and Miss Dorothy
Mentzer,, of Lebanon, visited in town
over the week end.
Mrs. George Clamer spent Tuesday
in Philadelphia.
Miss Sara Miller, of Trappe, was
the week end guest of Miss Sara Fenstermacher.
The Collegeville schools were
closed last Friday afternoon due to
the illness of five of the teachers and
a number of the pupils.
Mrs. V. Honeyman and family, of
Norristown, spent Tuesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Yost.
Mr. Gerald Rushong entertained
several friends from Taylor’s Business
School over the week end.
Tickets for the Senior Class Play,
“His Royal Highness,” which will be
presented in the High school auditor
ium April 14 and 16, can be obtained
from the members of the Senior class.
Mrs. Gristock is coaching the drama.
CARD PARTY
A card party under the auspices of
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Trappe
Fire Company will be held in Trappe
fire hall on Saturday evening, April
10, at 8 o’clock. Refreshments will
be served. Admission 50 cents.
ENTERTAINMENT
The Missionary Society of Trinity
Reformed church, Collegeville, will
give an entertainment in Hendricks
Memorial building on Thursday even
ing, April 8. There will be a sketch
“Engaging Janet,” and several read
ings and musical numbers. Ice cream
and cake will be on sale after the en
tertainment.
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
Services for Easter Sunday are as
follows: In, the morning at 10'o’clock
confirmation and reception of new
members followed by the Holy Com
munion. Service at 7.30 in the even
ing with an interesting picture. Bible
School meets at 9 o’clock with an ap
propriate Easter service.
The quarterly meeting of the con
sistory will be held on Thursday even
ing of this week at- 7.30 in the church.
Preparatory services on Good Fri
day evening at 7.30.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Woman’s Missionary Society will be
held in the home of Mrs. Pruella Yenser op Wednesday, April 7th, at 2
o’clock.
The newly elected officers of the
Woman’s Missionary Society are: Mrs.
Pruella Yenser, president; Mrs. Her
bert W. Flagg, vice president; Mrs.
William H. Fie, secretary and Mrs.
Clarence E. McCormick, treasurer.

THOMAS SENTENCE AGAIN

STOUDT’S FURNISHING STORE

DEFERRED

ROBBED FOURTH TIME

SCHEDULE AND PROSPECTS

BASEBALL OUTLOOK BRIGHT

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

The case of Louis Thomas, former
proprietor of the Commercial Hotel,
Collegeville, who pleaded guilty sev
eral weeks ago to violating the liquor
laws,- was continued for another week
by Judge Solly Monday morning. Since
pleading guilty Thomas disposed of
the hotel to Clair Rice, but before
he could move to other apartments the
hotel was again raided by the State
police, and Rice and Thomas . were
placed under arrest.
At a hearing before Magistrate
Clark the case of Thomas was con
tinued while Rice furnished bail for
court charged with violating the liquor
laws. Rice admitted that he had leas
ed the hotel from Thomas, and-that
the latter was only a boarder. Not
withstanding, Clark held the case un
der advisement. Tuesday morning
Judge Solly announced that he would
not dispose of the case until the
Fourth ward magistrate had acted.

Thieves broke into Paul Stoudt’s
men’s furnishing store, some time
early Friday morning and stole
about $2,000 worth of stock. Entrance
was gained by jimmying the front
door and bursting the lock. The ar
ticles taken included about 20 over
coats and top coats, a large number
of suits, shirts, shoes and mufflers.
Some other stock had been piled at
the door evidently in readiness to be
taken but was left behind. The safe
and cash register which had been left
open by Mr. Stoudt were ransacked
but did not contain any valuables.
The loss is partially covered by in
surance. The robbery was the fourth
time the store has been broken into in
three years. Detectives who' are at
work on the case think th at all four
have been committed by the same
burglars because of their similarity.
They are following down a clew rela
tive to a suspicious character, well
known in the rogues’ gallery, who was
in Mr. Stoudt’s store on the Thurs
day afternoon before the robbery and
acted very, suspiciously.

With the opening game next Friday
afternoon Coach Howard Keyser is
utilizing every possible moment to or
ganize the Red and Gold nine into a
formidable machine.
Five letter men remain from last
year’s squad, Place, Zane, Horroeks,
Bauer and Francis. Francis is cap
tain of this year’s nine. Horroeks and
Bauer ase outfielders but will probably
be shifted to infield berths when the
season opens with Schwenksville.
Brendle, a letter man of last year and
first baseman, failed to report for
practice this spring. Captain Francis
will perform behind the bat while the
burden of hurling will rest on Place.
The infield is not determined as yet.
In the outfield “Bill” Miller and Heeb
ner will undoubtedly hold down two of
the positions while a group of other
outfielders-will brattle for the other
opening. The strongest feature of
the team will be the veteran battery
Place and Francis. The infield will
also cause Coach Keyser no worry hut
the outfield is rather uncertain. The
outfielders at present, contrary to
good baseball, are showing up rather
weak with the stick but Coach Keyser
is working to develop the batting
strength as the season progresses.
Manager Harold Horn has arranged
the following schedule:
Friday, April 9—Schwenksville, home.
Tuesday, April 13—St. Patricks, away
Friday, April 16—Pennsburg, home
Saturday, April 17, East Greenville,
home
Friday, April 23—Phoenixville, away
Tuesday, April 27—Spring City, home
Friday, April 30, Royersford, away.
Friday, May 7—Schwenksville, home
Tuesday, May 11—St. Patricks, home
Friday, May 14—Pennsburg, away
Friday, May 21—Royersford, home
Friday, May 28—Spring City, away.

With his characteristic smile Man
ager 0. C. “Bee” Beacraft, the new
pilot of the Collegeville team of the
Perkiomen Valley Baseball League,
informed the writer that the College
ville fans will be SURPRISED when
they see the line-up of the Collegeville
team in the opening Perky League
game on Saturday, May 8. Manager
“Bee” is very optimistic on Collegeville’s pennant chances and any one
on the “inside” will readily agree that
the prospects appear bright. Mr. Bea
craft has been quietly lining up Collegeville’s pennant hopes and has his
plans all set for the opening exhibi
tion game on Saturday, April 10. He
has gotten in touch with most of last
year’s team, not all- of whom will re
turn, but the seven new men that
Manager “Bee” has signed up will
mqre than take their places. While
Mr. Beacraft was very reluctant in
giving out any pre-season dope because
he figures, “What the rest of the Lea
gue teams don’t know won’t hurt ’em,”
he did admit a few things that will
interest the local fans.
George -Moore, ace of last year’s
hurling staff, considered by many as
the class of the league, will be captain
and field general of the Collegeville
team this year. Mr. “Bee” has a third
baseman lined up who received a big
league try out and a first baseman who
is as good as any semi-pro in these
parts. Wentzell, one of the flashiest
athletes ever turned out by Pottstown
High, has expressed a desire to try
out for an infield position. Pete Tyson
veteran infielder for Collegeville since
the League was organized will again
be with the team. Scheidt who played
a number of games last season is
expected to try out. Eddie Goodyear
will also be on hand.
Captain Moore is bringing an
other star hurler along while “Reds”
Musselman, premier southpaw of the
Meixel circuit is “rearing to go” for
Collegeville. The backstop position
has not been definitely settled but Roeder is expected back.. The outfield has
also not been definitely selected but
Joel Francis is certain to be back. D.
and G. Sterner, Ohl and several other
local boys will be tried out for various
positions. Cal “Sisler” Longacre, first
baseman and pitcher, his side kicker
“Bull” Edinger and catcher Patrick
have secured their release from Oaks
where they cavorted for several sea
sons and have expressed a desire to
play with Collegeville. Just what will
be done along this angle has not been
decided. Gulian, Deem and Dale have
not yet' definitely decided whether they
will be with Collegeville or not.
Manager Beacraft takes this oppor
tunity to invite all the local talent in
the community who wish to try out for
the team to come out to the first prac
tice on Saturday afternoon, April 10.
After warming up practice an exhi
bition game will be played between
two chosen teams of the squad. On
the following Saturdays exhibition
games will be played with Norris
town and Pottstown teams and prob
ably a Montgomery League team in
preparation for the League opener on
May 8.

BY JAY HOWARD

59000 ESTATE DIVIDED AMONG
CHILDREN
Jane Buckwalter, late of College
ville, in her will, disposes of an es
tate valued at $9000, which is award
ed in four equal shares 'to Elizabeth
Cauffman, a daughter; Mary E. Walk
er, a daughter; Martha Moyer, a
daughter; and to the children of Wil
liam S. Buckwalter* a deceased son,
David and Jane T. Buckwalter. In
the event that any of the children pre
decease the testatrix, their respective
share is to go to their lawful issue,
or if there are no children, then the
respective shares is to be divided
equally among the survivors. The
same disposition is made of the grand
children’s share in case of the death
of either. C. Hosea Walker and A.
Harvey Moyer, sons-in-law of the
testatrix, are named as executors.
ZWING PLAY “CAPTAIN APPLEJACK” SCORES HIT
The annual anniversary play of the
Zwinglian Literary society Of Ursinus
College presented in Bombereger hall
last Friday night scored a wonderful
success.
The drama “Captain Ap
plejack” was full of action thruout
the three acts and furnished lots of
thrills and plenty of comedy. It was
supported by a vivid and typical pi
rate scene in the second act.
MacDonnel Roehm, acting the lead
ing role as Ambrose Applejohn, gen
tleman, adventurer, captain of a mu
tinous pirate crew and romancer,
proved himSelf a talented dramatic
artist. The rest of the caste included
Lois Nickel, as the heroine; Paul
Krasley, as the Russian spy and vil
lain; Margaret Ehly, the vamp who
turned out to be a lion in sheep’s
clothing; William Stafford and Mary
Shaeffer as another pair of clever
crooks; Ruth Eppeheimer, the dainty
English lady, Mr. Applejohn’s aunt,
and Earl Skinner, the dignified old but
ler, and a number of pirates and ser
vants.
Rev. Herbert Howells sang several
vocal selections between the acts.
MOVING PICTURE PROGRAM IN
HENDRICKS MEMORIAL BLDG.
April 3, 7.30 p. m.—Pathe News, a
Buster Brown and Tige Comedy and
“Are Parents People,” a most prac
tical and up to the times picture.
(Comedy). Played by Betty Bronson,
the star in “Peter Pan.”

FREIGHT WRECKS IN UPPER
END DELAY TRAINS
A freight wreck early Saturday
morning at Zionsville delayed train
service in the Perkiomen valley near
ly eight hours. Four box cars were
derailed and piled in a jumbled mass
all over the tracks. One car cata
pulted down the steep embankment
and caved in one end of the Zionsville
mill and feed store. No one was hurt.
The tracks and road bed-were dam
aged considerably. On Tuesday morn
ing another freight was wrecked when
four box cars were derailed and piled
up on the road bed near Kratz sta
tion. Trains were delayed six hours
till the service could again be resumed.
MYSTERIOUS BARN FIRE
OF INCENDIARY ORIGIN
Fire of supposed incendiary origin
destroyed the barn on the farm of
Owen A. Schaeffer, on the road be
tween Sanatoga and Friutville, Mon
day. The loss is placed at $2,000,
partly covered by insurance. The fife
occurred between 9 and 10 and was
discovered by Fannie Young, the 12year-old child whom the Schaeffers
are rearing and who was bound and
gagged by a burglar who entered the
house Sunday morning. The child saw
the flames as she was about to pass
out ..the front door of the house. , The
Sanatoga Fire Company was sum
moned.
Besides the barn, a large frame
structure resting on a stone founda
tion, 300' chickens, a ton of hay, two
tons of straw, a quantity of feed and
a corn crib were consumed. A chicken
house was also partly destroyed. The
firemen prevented the spread of the
fire and thus saved several hundred
chickens from being burned as well
as other buildings.
PARENTS AT SCHOOL MEETING
There were interesting discussions
at the meeting of the Fairview Home
and School Association at Assembly
Hall, Fairview, Monday night. Many
of the citizens expressed their ap
proval of the organization and their
willingness to boost it. Rev; Joseph
N. Cassel, Earl Markley, Hail Wilson
and Ernest Heebner led in the general
exchange of ideas which followed the
sincere and informative talk of Mr.
Beyer, the Assistant County Super
intendent.
In the election of officers Mrs. John
Bean was chosen president; Mrs. Ev
ans, vice president; Mrs. Stewart, sec
retary, and Mrs. E. Geyer, treasurer.
The Worcester High school glee club
a group of fourteen pretty lassies, de
lightfully entertained with songs and
selections on their ukeleles. Miss
Cleta Kriebel was at the piano. This
feature was arranged by Mr. Heebner,
who was also the able chairman of
the meeting.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY
EMERGENCY SERVICE
The National Highway Emergency
Service is extending its lines to cover
the State highways in Montgomery
county. This company maintains tele
phones spaced about a mile apart on
all State highways in Pennsylvania
and adjoining states. Keys to these
telephone boxes are rented at ten dol
lars per year. This also entitles key
holders to free towing service up to
ten miles, thirty minutes free road
service and free telephone service.
SKIPPACK BASEBALL SUPPER
J. L. Bchtel & Son, Inc., represent the
The Skippack Ath. Asso. held a big
National Highway Emergency Service
in this territory, and you can procure chicken supper in the fire house, Sat
urday evening. The serving of supper
your key from them.
started at 4.30 and continued until af
ter eight o’clock. An address by Hon.
DESERTER TAKEN TO NEW YORK James Boyd, Republican candidate for
Benjamin Powell, alias Benjamin State Senator, and good music, featur
Snyder, who was arrested last week by ed the event, which was attended by
Constable Harry Brown and commit about 500 patrons. Over $200 was
ted to prison by Magistrate Clarence cleared.
W. Scheuren, charged with deserting
his wife and three children in Roch PRESIDENT INVITED TO VALLEY
ester two years ago, was taken from
FORGE
the county jail at Norristown to Roch
President
Coolidge,
who is expected
ester, N. Y., this week to answer the
charges. Powell had been working as to speak at Valley Forge during his
a waiter at the Perkiomen Bridge Ho visit to Philadelphia in connection
tel for the past three months up until with the opening of the Sesqui-Centennial, also is considering an invita
the time of his arrest.
tion to visit the historic camp site on
Labor Day, September 6. He has re
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
ceived an invitation to speak to the
Mr. John Litka, of Collegeville, an International Lyceum and Chautauqua
nounces the engagement of his daugh Association, bn “Better Citizenship.”
ter Laura to Mr. Joseph R. Hastings,
of Norristown.
ST. JAME’S CHURCH
Palm
Sunday was appropriately ob
MEETING OF COLLEGEVILLE
served at St. James’ church when the
FIRE COMPANY
services were once more resumed in
There will be a regular meeting of the church edifice. During the win
the Collegeville Fire Company at the ter the services have been held in the
Fire hall on Thursday evening, April chapel.
There will be services on Good F ri
1, at 8 o’clock, sharp. All members
are urgently requested to come out day from 12 to 1 o’clock and at night
as there is some very important busi at 7.45 o’clock in the chapel.
The children of the Sunday School
ness to be brought up.
will have their customary egg hunt
on the grounds of the Parish House at
A CARD
2 o’clock, Saturday.
I desire to here express my most
On Easter day there will be but one
hearty Appreciation of the fine service service which will be the Holy Com
rendered by the firemen of College munion with sermon at 11 o’clock in
ville, Royersford and Trappe, and of the church.
the kindness and assistance of neigh
bors and friends, during the disastrous
Dedication exercises of the new Odd
Fellows’ Hall at Boyertown will be
fire that destroyed my bam.
E. BECKMAN, Trappe, Pa.
held May 31 to June 6.

COLLEGEVILLE HIGH BASEBALL COLLEGEVILLE PERKY LEAGUE

URSINUS PRE-SEASON BASEBALL DOPE AND SCHEDULE
Prospects for a successful baseball
season at Ursinus College appear very
bright. Coach Kichline’s hardest work
will be to find a capable catcher, a
good relief pitcher and develop the
offensive strength. The team will
settle down to intensive practice after
the Easter holidays in preparation for
the opening game on Saturday April
10 with Textile on the home diamond.
The Bears will be built around Cap
tain Derk, varsity pitcher for three
years and ace of the hurling staff.
The infield is also a veteran combina
tion with the exception of the hot
corner and is not giving Coach KichIine any worry. At first big Tom
Clark will be putting in his third sea
son while Sterner will be doing the
same at second. The newcomers will
hardly depose these two veterans. At
shortstop “Scoops” Hoagey who ca
vorts in the Montgomery County
League is skooping up everything in
sight and appears to have his position
clinched.' Third base has not yet been
assigned but Kern last year’s utility
infielder is giving Millar, a newcomer,
and LaClair from last year’s scrubs a
hot battle. Roth, Jeffers, Helffrich,
Newcomer and Mays are the most
promising new men out for infield
berths. The outfield is also pretty
well taken care of by Bill Moyer, Joel
Francis, of Perkiomen League fame,
and Jones, all of whom saw service on
last year’s team. The two big holes
to fill are catcher and relief pitcher.
Erb last year’s scrub catcher, “Mick”
Carl of Schwenksville, a former CollegeVille High star, and Frankenfield
are the leading candidates for the
backstop post. No one of real ability
as a relief pitcher has been unearthed
but Creer and Mink appear to be the
best prospects whil Ohl and-Moyer, of
the outfield may be transformed into
moundsmen. before the season pro
gresses very far. Ohl and Dougherty
utility outfielders are pressing the var
sity fly chasers to the limit and may
break into the line-up later in the
season.
(Continued on page 4)

THIEVES ROB HOME OF $500 IN
JEWELRY
The wife of Norviri S. Wile had a
thrilling experience Monday evening
when she returned home and was sur
prised to find that a robber had been
at work in her residence at Sheridan
Lane and Ridge pike, West Norriton.
The burglar left the house with about
$500 in jewelry and an expensive loud
speaker which Mr. Wile values more
highly than the jewelry.
It is believed that the burglar was
watching the house and when Mrs.
Wile left the house, the thief was of
the opinion th at the couple would not
return for several hours. But Mrs.
Wile drove her husband to the Nor
ristown Club, and then returned home.
She believes that there were two rob
bers at work in a bedroom on the sec
ond floor when she entered the house.
Mrs. Wile was of the opinion that
she heard a noise on the second floor,
and on going to her bed room found
everything topsy-turvy. Contents of
bureau drawers were tossed upon the
floor, and it was evident th at the thief
had been surprised while at work, and
took a hasty departure.
Mrs. Wile locked herself in the bed
room and then telephoned to her hus
band. Mr. Wile made a quick trip to
West Norriton township* and after
making an investigation, notified the
state police. Sergeant Lykens thinks
that the robbery was not the work of
an amateur. The sergeant is positive
that the burglars were the same ones
that robbed several homes in Gwynedd
Valley Sunday night..
It was found th at entrance had been
gained by crawling to a second-story
roof, and then into the house thru a
door which had not been locked.
The jewelry taken consisted of a
gold watch and chain, two valuable
gold rings, three stick pins, bracelets
and several strings of beads.

(Continued on page 4)

CHANGES IN THE RULES OF
COURT
Change in the rules of Court at
Norristown affecting the holding of
jury trials and other court sessions
will go into effect June 1 next by an
order handed down on Monday by
Judges Williams and Knight.
The most radical change made was
in the m atter of the sittings of the
Grand Jury. Hitherto the inquest had
sat contemperanously with the regu
lar sessions of Criminal Court on the
opening day.
Beginning with the June term the
Grand Jury will begin its sittings on
the Monday preceeding the Monday
which marks the opening of Criminal
Court.
This was done in the interest of
efficiency, after long' consultation by
the judges with the district attorney’s
office and members of, the Bar. Much
of the congestion and the wear and
tear on lawyers, the district attorney’s
office and witnesses will be eliminated
by the innovation.
With the Grand Jury sitting a week
ahead of the trial of cases all that
preliminary business can be disposed
of at leisure.
Another innovation is to hold the
regular sessions of motion courts for
the transaction of miscellaneous busi
ness on Friday instead of Monday and
the elimination of all Saturday courts.
This, it is said, was done at the
instance of many members of the Bar,
who desired to go away on week-end
trips occasionally and usually had
them spoiled by either being made
late in their departure by a court on
Saturday or having to hurry home in
order to be in court Monday morning.
In handing down the order Presi
dent Judge Williams stated that the
changes indicated were due mainly to
the great increase of legal business, in
Montgomery county, and that this is
so indicated by the fact th at the or
der provides for 25 weeks of jury
trials during the year, almost half
the weeks in the year.
No change has been made in the
number of terms or the time for hold
ing them, the additional time being
given by lengthening all the terms
with the exception of the one held in
June, which, because of the usual June
temperatures will be of but one
week’s duration and devoted exclu
sively to criminal court in order to
clean up all pending cases in that line.
The terms and weeks are as fol
lows:
First Monday of February, 7 weeks.
First Monday, of April, 7 weeks.
First Monday of June, 1 week.
Third Monday of September, 5
weeks.
Third Monday of November, 5
weeks.

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
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March is living u^> to its reputation
—going out like a lion and a mean one
at that—after coming in like a lamb.
If we didn’t have cold rainy days
Jike Wednesday we couldn’t appre
ciate the i nice spring days like Tues
day.
The undertakers and doctors are en
joying a prosperous business this
kind of weather. A pneumonia and
flue epidemic is spreading over the
country. Last Friday so many teach
ers and pupils were sick that the Col
legeville schools were closed at noon.
Spring is very late this year. Some
years the farmers had their oats out
and gardens were getting well under
way at this date. The fruit blossoms
held back by the cold weather, have
been saved from the frost which
would indicate lots of fruit this sum
mer. Baseball practice is also being
held back.
E. S. Conway was the first spring
gardener in the vicinity to “break the
ice.” He set out his onions and
planted peas on Tuesday.
Now is the time to put eggs up in
water glass. Next winter when hen
fruit is retailing for 75 cents a dozen
the home-made “cold storage” plant
will come in handy.
The radio fans are finding condi
tions at present very favorable to get
ting DISTANCE. The radio distance
fibs sound just like the old fish tales.
The fans are sure they had England,
California, or China—-yes dead sure—
but just before the station announced
the aerial blew down or a bulb went
bad.
Manager “Bee” Beacraft has been
quietly gathering up a team to repre
sent Collegeville in the Perky League
th at will surprise the local fans and
should be right there on top when the
League season winds up after Labor
Day. Of course the “breaks” still
make baseball an uncertain game, and
just what Lady Luck has in store for
Collegeville can be better told next
fall.
According to the pre-season dope
Collegeville,
Schwenksville
and
Trooper will have fast teams in the
Meixel circuit this year. Skippack,
Oaks and Graterford may also spring
a surprise.
All the Perkiomen League teams
have new managers but Sehwenksville, who retained “Bumper” Brownback and his first lieutenant Carl from
last season. The new managers are:
Beacraft, Collegeville; Landis, Gra
terford; McTamney, Trooper; Bow
den, Oaks and Hartenstine, Skippack
—and they are all out to win one pen
nant. There should be a pretty hot
battle in store.
The report that Anna Mae Deitrich,
the victim in Philadelphia's recent
sensational murder, was the same wo
man that figured in the Doctor An
ders’ case in Collegeville last sum
mer is false. The woman who was
brought to Dr. Anders’ office at 3
o’clock in the morning from one of
the bungalows for first aid gave her
name as Rose Soape, Philadelphia.
According to Dr. Anders and police
authorities she was about 22 years of
age and had light hair while. Miss
Dietrich was 33 and had dark hair
and was of a different build. It will
be remembered that Arthur Cum
mings, Philadelphia,.one of the girl’s
escorts assaulted the doctor and broke
his jaw when he attempted to collect
his fee.
The Perkiomen Railroad is certainly
having> its share of freight wrecks
around the hills and curves in the
upper end of the valley during the
last three years. This week the
wrecking crew had two within three
days to clean up. One at Zionsville
on Saturday and one at Kratz Station
On Tuesday. Fortunately they all
happened in the middle of the train
and while much property damage was
done no one was hurt.
If something isn’t done pretty soon
the hobos and traps will stop steal
ing rides on the side door pullmans
and patronize some other railroad.
The will of Dr. David Reiter, late
of Philadelphia, just probated, leaves
$1 of his $15,000 estate to his wife
with the recommendation that she buy
a rope with the money and hang her
self. The will charges his wife had
nagged him for the twenty-five years
of their married life and made life as
miserable for him as she could.
Some guy found out last week that
he could put the baby to sleep by lay-*
ing it on the front seat of ' his Ford
and starting the engine. He is think
ing of getting his idea patented.
When a man brags about running
things to suit himself around his
house he usually means the wash
machine, the lawn mower and the fur
nace.
A Paris designer announced last
week that the Americans’.peculiar fad
for boyish*bobs was just some original
Indian barbarism cropping out rela
tive to the old methods of “scalping.”

“Is your sweetheart a gentleman,
Lily?”
“Sure is! He took me to a restau
rant last night and poured his tea in a
saucer to cool it, but he didn’t blow
it like common people do—he fanned
it with his hat.”
This is the latest tombstone epi
taph:
Here lies the bones of Jimmy Tell
Who always bragged that he drove
like ------L.

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

On Friday afternoon election of of
Keeley’s garage at Royersford was
ficers was conducted at the meeting
of the public school literary society looted of $500 worth of tires, etc., by
with the following results: President, thieves, who entered thru a window.
Margaret Mayew; vice-president, Ed
The Black Horse Hotel in Plymouth
ward Miller; secretary, Dorothy Hall township has been sold to Thomas De
man; treasurer, Louise Boettger. This laney, of Philadelphia, for $18,000.
program was then rendered: recita
Caught in a machine at a Kutztown
tion, “Under the Greenwood Tree,”
Beatrice Heany; reading, “Don’t,” foundry, John Mertz suffered severe
Margaret Mayew; essay, “Easter injuries to his left hand.
Time,” Kathrine Allebach; piano solo,
Arthur F. Larkin, a former select
“Spring Showers,” Victoria Moliier; Councilman at Reading, was retired
recitation, “Flander’s Field,” Carl after 53 years of service with the
Boettger; reading, “The Winds,” Ruth Reading Railway.
Detwiler; pen picture, Carl Boettger;
Buckwheat coal, which several year?
piano duet, “Out in the Field,” Ruth
and Dorothy Hallman; oration, “Mak ago sold at 80 cents per ton at Nesing an American,” Norris Johnson; quehoning, has mounted to $5.50 per
recitation, “The Brown Thrush,” Ber ton.
Fred Bing, of East Mauch Chunk,
nard Tyson; reading, “Margaret’s
Conscience,” Clara Fingal; sentiment aged 60, was found dead in the yard of
roll, Ruth Hallman, Frances McHarg, his home by a neighbor, a victim of
Dorothy Hallman, Victoria Moliier, heart failure.
Carl Boettger, Donald Stearly, Chas.
A 14-months-old son of Alexander
Miller, Robert Tyson, Edward Miller; Kordoz, living near Sorington fell into
piano solo, “Scherezino,” Raymond a tub of water while playing, and
Casey; recitation, “Stolen Custards,” when the mother entered the room
Ruth Hallman; reading, “The Story of was dead.
Florida,” Donald Stearly; recitation,
Miles T. Hannum, aged 70, a well“Little Boy Blue,” Fauline Brownback; essay, “Clean Up Campaign,” known farmer, who had lived in ConLouise Boettger; recitation, “There cordville nearly all his life, committed
Was a Man,” Frank Moore; reading, suicide by drowning.
“A Rare Act of 'Courage,” Raymond
Mrs. W. R. Heebner, of West Nor
Casey; recitation, “A Boy’s Song,” riton, had her nose broken when her
Ralph Hodge; debate, “Resolved, That automobile hit a pole while she was
Water is More Destructive Than trying to avoid a collision with an
Fire,” affirmative speakers, George other car.
Evans and Frances McHarg; negative,
Prying open a window with a screw
Donald Stearly and Dorothy Hallman. driver, vandals enterd the Bridgeport
The judges, Mrs. Hazel Knoll and High School and stole money and val
Misses Grace Allebach and Dorothy uables from the desks of a number of
Allen decided in favor of the affirma teachers.
tive.
Stepping on a spot of frozen ground
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Boers enter which sank, Howard Griffith, Sr., of
tained Mrs. Emma Donnar and Miss Gouglersville, who was helping to
Anna Engle, of Mt. Joy, on Sunday. lower a coffin, fell into a grave and se
Mrs. Donnar who is a returned mis verely injured a leg.
sionary from Africa spoke at the ser
Mrs. Helen Geresesy, 19, of Farrell,
vice of the Brethren in Christ church,
with a babe iii her arms, jumped into
Graterford, on Sunday.
the Senango River at Sharon from a Miss Marion Shuler, of Philadel bridge. Both bodies were recovered.
phia, spent Sunday with her father
An old chestnut tree, 22 feet 9
Mr. D. W. Shuler and family.
inches in circumference at the base
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Brunner and and with spread of 90 feet from east
son spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. to west and 81 feet in the other direc
E. H. Tyson, of Limerick.
tion, on the Diehl farm , near Bally,
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Schatz and Miss was cut down for kindling wood.
Anna Schatz were the guests of Mr.
Six shares of National Bank of Boy
and Mrs. Lewis Schatz, of Collegeville, ertown stock brought $451 a share at
on Sunday.
the Sarah Y. Levengood estate sale
Mrs. Jacob Schantz, of Royersford, at Boyertown, a record price for the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Earl P. Bechtel stock, which pays 16 per cent, divi
dend.
and daughter on Sunday.

Mrs. Mabel A. Nickel, formerly of
Souderton, is the guest of Rev. and
Mrs. W. O. Fegley and family this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger vis
ited Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Parson, of
Phoenixville, on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Allebach en
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Tyson,
of Norristown, on Sunday.
Commander Henry W. Mathieu and
J. Hansell French, William McAllis
ter, Joseph Klump, Lawrence Walt
and Russell Zern, of the Byron S.
Fegely Post attended the meeting of
the Ninth District American Legion
at Fort Washington on Saturday even
ing. The next meeting of the Ninth
district will be held at Bristol, Pa.,
April 20.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Treen
spent the week end as the guest of
Mrs. Fannie Des Landes, of New York
city.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Hauseman
and family, of Gilbertsville, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Irvin C.
Hauseman.
Mrs. Elizabeth Moyer, a nurse at
the Women’s Hospital, Philadelphia.,
and Miss Fulmer and Miss Gaugler,
of Pottstown, spent Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger.
Mr. and Mrs. William Fischer, of
Mt. Airy, spent Saturday with Mrs.
H. A. Mathieu and son.
Mrs. Jessie Thomas and daughter,
of Pottstown, Mrs. Sara Nugent, Mrs.
William Perkins and daughter, Miss
Gladys Miller and Mr. John Nugent,
of Philadelphia, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Nugent on Sunday.
Mr. Harold Andrew, of West Ches
ter, is spending his Easter vacation
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William M. Andrew.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hodge and
family visited Mrs. Florence Hodge
and family, of Phoenixville, on Sun
day.
The oyster supper which was given
by the St. Luke’s Club netted over
$80 which sum will be given toward
the Ursinus scholarship fund.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clemens and
daughter, of Pennsburg, spent Sunday
as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Welling
ton Hatfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beyer, of
Willow Grove, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Johnson on Sunday.
Last Wednesday afternoon Mrs. N.
C. Schatz entertained at a luncheon in
honor of her daughter Mrs. W. R Car
penter, of Philadelphia. ' The affair
was a farewell party to the honor
guest as Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter ex
pect to leave for Inspiration, Arizona,
the following week, owing" to Mr. Car
penter’s health. The guests present
were: Mrs. W. R. Carpenter, Mrs.
Theodore Hoffmaster and Mrs. H. D.
Griffith, of Philadelphia; Mrs. Leidy
Sacks, of Glenside; Mrs. E. A. Mercener, of Germantown, and Mrs. Alon
zo Truitt, of Haddonfield, New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Longacre and
son, of Roxboro, sepnt Sunday with
Miss Clara Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Tyson enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Nevin Yerger and
family, of Pottstown, on Sunday.
Mr. Sylvanus S. Tyson is seriously
ill with congestion of the lungs.
(Continued on page 4)

DEMOCRATS NAME TICKET
Although a complete slate was not
agreed upon, candidates for Congress
and the State Senate were announced
by County Chairman Grover C. Al
bright of Lansdale, following a caucus
of Montgomery county Democrats at
the Valley Forge Hotel, Thursday af
ternoon of last week.
Richard Hamilton, president of the
Ardmore Trust Company, was selected
as the congressional candidate.
Harvey J. Plummer, of Fairview
Village, who was defeated for Con
gress by Henry W. Watson two years
ago, was chosen to oppose James S.
Boyd, Republican, in the race for the
State Senate.
At least a score of Democratic lead
ers from all parts of the district par
ticipated in the conference, which it
is understood, was harmonious thru
out.
“The meeting was called for the ex
press purpose of choosing congres
sional and state senate nominees,”
Chairman Albright declared, “little
consideration being given to assembly
prospects.”
Mr. Albright indicated the Demo
cratic party may not oppose Republi
can nominees for state legislative
seats, the main concern ‘being con
fined to the posts sought by Plummer
and Hamilton.
SEAL SALE TOTALED OVER
$17,000
A representative of the National
Tuberculosis Association, Mrs. May
F. Sinks, New York city, visited the
Montgomery County Tuberculosis As
sociation in Norristown, last week.
Mrs. Sinks is a nationally recognized
Christmas seal expert
Mrs. Sinks congratulated the county
association on the splendid results of
the seal sale. She also commended the
office on its methods in conducting the
seal sale. In comparing the recent
seal sale with the previous one and
finding an increase of $4,000 a t a de
crease cost of $247.71 she stated the
county association had just cause to be
proud of its work. The seal sale of
1925-26 in Montgomery county totaled
over $17,000.
5,000 WILL TAKE PART IN
VALLEY FORGE ACT
The evacuation of Valley Forge by
Washington a n d h i s Continental
troops following the darkest winter
during the struggle for independence,
will be faithfully re-enacted on June
14, as part of the Sesqui-Centennial
events outlined to commemorate Flag
Day, according to an announcement
made in Philadelphia last week.
Not only will the troops be clad in
the tatters and rags similar to those
worn by the remnants of the revolu
tionary forces, but even people from
the country side, garbed in the cos
tumes of the period, will be on hand,
as they were in 1778, to take part in
the jubilation aroused by the news
that the British had evacuated in Phil
adelphia.
The pageant will be held in conjunc
tion with the City of Philadelphia,
Sesqui officials announced. Nearly
5000 persons will participate. All the
historic military commands of the or
iginal thirteen States will have a part.
The Governors of these States have

been invited to attend.

TH E IN D E PE N D E N T

Sea’s Expanse No Bar

Prom the Philadelphia Record.

to Butterfly's Flight

THE SUNDAY FISHING TEST

A great issue has suddenly and un
expectedly been injected into the Re
PUBLISH ED EV EBY THURSDAY.
publican Senatorial pre-primary cam
paign.
The wife of one of the candidates
COUUEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
for the Republican nomination for
Senatorship is dramatically accused,
by no less an authority than the Rev.
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
T. T.-Mutchler, of having written a
letter, three years ago, to a member of
the Pennsylvania Legislature, favor
Thursday, April I, 1326.
ing a modification of the law which
forbids Sunday fishing. Questions of
veracity have arisen over this damn
POLITICAL NOTATIONS.
ing charge, the lady having indignant
ly denied it; and a fierce controversy
A three-cornered Republican Senatorship fight in this county
is raging.
is in prospect. Benjamin H. Ludlow, of Ardmore, a member of the
We have no doubt th at in the mind
Assembly from the First district, is reported to be a candidate for
of the Rev. T. T. Mutchler the ques
tion whether the wife of a candidate
the Senate. James S. Boyd, Norristown, has been for some time
did or did not write such a letter as
under full sail for the same port. Burd P. Evans, of Trappe,
he claims to have smelled out is of
major importance in determining the
after flopping backward and forward has, apparently, decided to
qualifications of the candidate him
“get there, too !” The anticipated triangular engagement, once in
self for a seat in the United States
action, will add some excitement to the exciting primary election
Senate. It is probably quite obvious
to Dr. Mutchler, and to those who
campaign along the line from start to finish. And James S.. Boyd
see eye to eye with him in matters
will be an easy winner. After it’s all over Messrs. Ludlow and
affecting the Government of the coun
Evans may hold a conference, with Fletcher Stites as stick-whittler
try, that a man’s capacity to grapple
with the perplexing problems of for
while they do—the talking.
eign and domestic policy with which
*
*
*
*
Mud'8 Important Part
United States .Senators must deal is
be measured by his wife’s opinion
It was hardly to be expected that Mrs. Pinchot would remain
in Earth's Formation to
on the propriety of fishing on Sun
Importance
of
mud
and
the
part
it
in the background during the Governor’s campaign for Senatorial
played In the earth’s formation was day. We ourselves are unable to fol
honors. It appears that “once upon a time” the lady of the the theme of a lecture by a noted low this reasoning; but we find it in
Executive Mansion, Harrisburg, wrote a letter expressing herself in Welsh geologist speaking on Welsh teresting as an indication of the
at Cardiff. He affirmed that lengths to which curious obsessions
favor of Sunday fishing. It was a real sensible letter. But Dr. geology
mud was one of nature’s most impor will carry otherwise sensible people
Mutchler, a prominent Methodist of Philadelphia, and noted for his tant productions—a commodity with Obsessions equally ridiculous, widely
in the two largest cities of
zeal in attending to other people’s business, politically and other out which man could not live. Changes prevalent
in the earth’s crust had profoundly Pennsylvania, have often served to
wise, did some noisy scolding. He riveted that letter to one of the altered the muds which had been keep honest and efficient men out of
partitions of his memory, and recently threw it into the limelight formed in past periods of ,the earth’s office because they were Democrats,
history. One of the most interesting and placed dishonest and incapable
of publicity—just as though Mrs. Pinchot’s.. opinion about Sunday of rocks produced by the alteration of men in positions of tru st and re
fishing should have something to do with a primary election cam mud was slate, and the slates for sponsibility, to the great loss and
north Wales was so famous shame of the taxpayers.
paign for U. S. Senator ! Mrs. Pinchot sidestepped her usual which
were formed during a period when
“The Record,” as its readers may
courage when she denied having written any such letter. A mis that part of the earth’s crust was in a have
divined, is not attempting to as
condition
of
violent
unrest,
and
some
take. She should have promptly acknowledged herself “guilty”
sist the Republican party in its se
very ancient muds were intensely
and have challenged the conspicuous busybody to do his utmost as squeezed. The effect of the squeezing lection of a candidate for the United
States Senate. Beyond expressing
a political busybody bent upon compelling his fellowmen to accept was to compress the mud and to twist the opinion th at Congressman Vare is
particles round until they all came
his fanatical view-points or suffer damnation. Such a course on its
to lie in the same relative direction the perfect flower and apotheosis of
the part of Mrs. Pinchot would now be increasing the Governor’s like torn fragments of paper lying flat. Philadelphia Republicans, and as such
deserves the highest honors a t the
strength : Because the issue raised by Dr. Mutchler is both asinine The result of this, and other changes hands of a party none too squeamish
which accompanied it, was to make it
and ridiculous, and because there is developing widespread disgust possible to split the rock into thin about means employed to win elec
tions, “The Record” has studiously re
%
for the meddlesome activities of the Methodist denomination and sheets like cardboard.
frained from projecting itself into
• of other religious denominations in attempting to regulate the
what is strictly! a family quarrel
Liszt as Press Agent
Therefore the foregoing observations
personal affairs of humanity by intermeddling and tyrannical fiats.
“Genius In the preceding generation
not, we trust, be interpreted as
Dr. Mutchler, playing in the role of a sixteenth century theological forged ahead without the aid of a will
an indorsement of Governor Pinchot']
autocrat, is playing himself away from those who are accustomed press agent,” said a magazine editor Senatorial aspirations. Nothing is
the other day in a speech. As a gen proved as to the Governor’s fitness or
to exercise common sense in their ways of thinking.
eral rule perhaps. But there are ex Unfitness by Dr. Mutchler’s discovery
ceptions, Pierre Van Paassen, writing
*
*
*
*
In the Atlanta Constitution, contends. of the Sunday fishing issue. The only
And now Senator Pepper has, in some fashion, climbed toward Consider the case of Liszt. When he fact demonstrated by th at reverend
gentleman’s charges is th at he is him
the top of the Volstead one-fourth-of-one per cent, beer wagon, first began to play in public he came self an anachronism. He should have
to places where his fame had not pre
without damaging the epidermis of his shins. • More than ceded him. One evening there were lived in the seventeenth century, in
probable it was, to Senator Pepper, a humiliating if not disgusting only a dozen persons In the auditori Massachusetts, where his peculiar
Instead of- playing, he invited talents would have been invaluable.
performance—indicating that his duties as a United States Senator um.
them all to supper, where he treated
(for which he is amply qualified on his own account) are subject to them to truffles and game and cham
the predetermination of the clamorous champions of rightful pagne and cognac and all the delica
tessen in season. Then he sat down
human conduct and salvation via. legal processes and the route of at the piano and played for his guests
for two hours, as only he could play.
intemperate zealots.
A few days later he announced an
*
*
*
*
other recital, in a larger hall. It was
The incident most associated with all that is supinely absurd, filled to capacity, but the audience
engaging the smiling attention of electors, transpired the other was not invited to supper. As a press
agent, evidently, Liszt could have
day when a number of Methodist divines and laymen publicly re given points to the best of our days.

M E N ’S S U I T S

Not many people realize that some
kinds of butterflies make enormous
flights. It has been recently proved
that these frail insects may journey
thousands of miles, although -why they
should move about In this way is
somewhat of a mystery.
How the butterflies manage to cross
miles of ocean Is a matter which It Is
difficult to explain. It has been sug
gested they may have some way of
resting on the water, although this
has never been proved to be the case.
Certain it is that when settled in a
locality, painted lady butterflies never
appear to make long flights and spend
virtually all their time flitting from
one flower to another.
Another point which has to be
cleared up is whether after this tre
mendous migration the butterflies
make any attempt at a return journey.
If there should be a flight toward the
south at the end of the summer, it is
probable that the insects would be
long to a later generation than those
that migrated in the spring. As is
well known, the life of an individual
butterfly is short and in most cases
does not extend to more than a few
weeks.—S. Leonard Bastln, in St.
Nicholas.

quested Governor Pinchot to withdraw from the U. S. Senatorial
contest, so as to “ensure Vare’s defeat.” There you are again !
Methodists trying to manipulate the politics of Pennsylvania!
Why not the withdrawal of Senator Pepper ? That’s easy. The
Senator is a very conservative Republican, a majority of-Methodists
are ditto, except as political dictators by virtue of assumptious
political authority. The Governor is somewhat disposed to attacks
of radicalism. If he thinks a certain course of official action is
right—off he goes and gets on the jo b ! The wherefore of
which is that there is too much of the individualistic about Pin
chot to exactly please the Methodist brethren. They are fond of
freedom, very fond of it, but they must have the privilege of
monopolizing it to the disadvantage of those who do not accept
their view-point as to how freedom should be exercised. And
there are millions of other people just like the Methodists—in the
matter of arbitraily establishing limitations to even rightful human
liberty.
Governor Pinchot will not withdraw. He would rather be de
feated at the primaries than slip away from the contest. He has
his shortcomings, but he is neither an accommodating fool nor a
coward.
*

*

*

The more wheels there are in a
watch, the more trouble they are to
take care of. The movements of ex
altation which belong to genius are
egotistic by their very nature. A
calm, clear mind, not subject to
spasms and crises which are so often
met with In creative or intensely per
ceptive natures, is the best basis for
love or friendship.
Observe, I am
talking about minds. I won’t say the
more intellect, the less capacity for
loving; for that would do wrong to
the understanding and reason; but, on
the other hand, that the brain often
runs away with the heart’s best blood,
which gives the world a few pages of
Wisdom or poetry, instead of making
one other heart happy, I have no
question.—Oliver Wendell Holmes.

* ■

Fletcher W. Sfites appears also to be coursing down a not
altogether splinterless political sliding board. Fletcher is now an
independent Republican candidate for Lieutenant Governor.
SOUND SENSE.
Dr. John Richelson, pastor of the Kenmore Presbyterian
ehurch, Buffalo, proposes a Twentieth admendment as a solution to
the prohibition problem, the amendment to provide for a national
referendum, as the need might arise,"on any amendment or other
portion of the Constitution. Speaking as an avowed dry, Dr.
Richelson asserted that he was not afraid of the vote of the people,
but “if the vote of the majority is against the dry position, what
right have we to insist on dry laws?” T hat’s the point exactly,
and it is sound sense. The tyranny and insolence of minority rule
are absolutely out of place under our form of government.

The question In an English periodi
cal, “What would you like to be?”
brought out many clever and amusing
answers. Here are a few of them:
The sun, because It is always sure of
a rise.
The letter “f,” for then I should al
ways be In the midst of comfort.
A shoeblack, because I should be con
tinually shining before my fellows.
A man of forty with the ideals of
twenty and the judgment of sixty, to
make life worth living.
A billiard ball, frequently kissed,
carefully nursed when necessary, -and
not out of pocket even when In a hole.
—Boston Transcript.

he couldn’t—and everybody knows
who knows anything about love at all
that Cupid’s weapon is a high velocitj
pump gun of outrageous caliber that
scores 29 flits out of 30.—-Buffalo
Evening Times.

Shoes for Men and Boys

14th Anniversary Month

PAUL 5. 5T0UDT
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Introducing

i SERIES OF SPECIAL SALES

i:* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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STURGES’ STORE

1

TRAPPE, PA.

That Will Keep the Women of Montgomery County

Is always filled with well as
sorted stock in every
department
*
Everything kept in a general
store always on hand.
Our aim is tp meet the WANTS
OF PATRONS both in assort
ment and quality.

TALKING AND SHOPPING!

WALK IN -- LOOKAROOND

REASONABLE PRICES
YOURS TO SERV E

If your plant’s not working
right
Let us see it ere night.

I R . O . S tu rg e s

—from the proverbs of Mr. Quick

|

JF your heater isn’t doing its
duty let us know about it.
We understand the heating
system th at you use in your
home and can make it deliver
the heat.

Auto Delivery

Bell ’Phone

************************* i
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WHY PAY SIX PER CERT

“The Better Place to Shop”

Fourteen Years of Satisfactory Service
a
j

FOR SALE: A Full Line of
Reliable

- Norristown, Pa.

Agricultural Implements

513 Swede Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Every implement guaranteed. Our
motto is: SERVICE. Give us a calL

If you want anything advertise in
The Independent.

n

u
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e
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See For Yourself the Big Values We are Offering NOW

J

ai
111111
a
8 A. R. KRIEBLE, Sec.-Treas. !

j L

IT W ILL PAY YOU

■
■
|
£
B

INTEREST when you can get a
loan on your farm from the
FEDERAL LAND BANK of
BALTIMORE for 5%% and pay
1 % of the principal annually.
Change from your present
mortgage and get out of debt.
The yearly cost is only a trifle
mofe than what you are now
paying.
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EGGS

HERBERT HOYER
Trappe,
Pa.
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.

P O L E Y ’S

General Slore & Heal Market

Nearest ASCO

QUALITY STEER BEEF, PORK, VEAL and LAMB
GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES

Store — Where

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS

32c

doz

YEA G LE and PO LEY

Guaranteed as Represented

‘J j j g a Z

twelve

'0 Id

Strawberry
or Raspberry

Flour ,2£ 63 c
48-lb
bag

bi*
iar
big
jar

Pineapple, Peach
or Blackberry

$2.50

lb
0

The Finest Butter in America!

Richland Butter » 48c
Seville Orange

Marmalade

Princess

big
jar

tumbler

Jellies 9 c

Coffee Satisfaction I

Why Pay 55c or 60c?

n
4

4

You’ll taste the difference!

Finest
Whole-Milk

Flour

21c

Cheese
V ^ IIC C S C

69c

48-tb
bag

®
® 33c

Rich and creamy. Tasty and nourishing.

Five Tube
Tuned Radio
Frequency

$2.75

Victor
Bread

Pan
Loaf

cNew an d Im proved

Full Throated

Q M

Loud Speaker
Built In

1

I

MODEL 5-F-5

Bread Supreme

Bfig
Wrapped
Loaf

3
for

25c

Encased in as fine a heavy 5 ply solid,
genuine mahogany cabinet as ever
graced any radio set.

V

GEO. F. CLAM ER

Galvanized

Buckets

each

Jelly Bird E g g s .................................... *** 15c
Chocolate Easter E g g s ................. 3 for 10c
Decorated Chocolate E g g s ............ 3 for 25c
Large Decor. Chocolate E g g s . . . . each 23c
Extra Large Decor. Choc. Eggs . . . each 43c
Chocolate Fruit and Nut Eggs
2 in box 49c
Sweet Juicy O ra n g es................. doz 35c, 45c
Juicy Florida G rap efru it............ each \2 l/ 2c
ASCO Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple bi£ can 25c
Crushed Sugar C o r n ......................3 cans 25c
Red Ripe T o m a to e s ......................3 cans 25c
Sweet Tender P e a s ......................2 cans 19c
Teddy Bear Sweet P e a s .................2 cans 25c

Buy all Your Table Needs in Your nearest ASCO Store— Whore Quakify-Courtesy
and Low Prices prevail.
Thetc Prices Effective in Onr Stores and
Meat Markets in CcUegerille and vicinity-

*60.

Every part embodied is newly constructed resulting in greater
efficiency and finer tone quality. Our new straight line wave length,
low loss condenser and vernier device permits the reception of sta
tions over a wave length from 190 to 550 meters.

10c

EASTER CANDIES, FRUITS & VEGETABLES

Know Real

ASCO
C o ffee

QQp
“ W”

OF THE SEASON

Baked in our own Sunshine Bakeries,
and only the Richest and Purest ingre
dients are used.

Louella
5

THE SENSATION

CERESOTA

Just fruit and sugar. That’s all.

Used by the Most Particular Folks—
There’s a Reason— Quality C ounts!

Butter

20

BOLD MEDAL

P reserves

FAMILY

C

Trimmed of all w aste. Sliced as you like it.

ASCO
PURE FRUIT

-mkeal

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

5th Ave. and Main Street

Sliced Bacon *

E
G
G
S
Carton 3
5
Strictly Fresh— The pick of the n e sts!

Odd Use for Seashell
One South Salem radio enthusiast
has a loud speaker which he made
from a large seashell. The shell,
which Is in itself a valuable posses
sion and has been In the man’s fam
ily for years, has been connected sim
ply with a bit of rubber tape and
some wires. It is a most satisfactory,
as well as attractive loud speaker.—
Boston Globe.

W a r n e r ’s

S tr ic tly F resh

Legion of Honor Origin
The Legion or Honor, the famous
French order, was Instituted by Na
poleon Bonaparte when he was first
consul, May 19, 1802. Although this
order confers honors upon distin
guished civil servants of the state and
eminent benefactors of humanity, It Is
provided that three-flfths of all the
medals awarded must go to the offi
cers and men of the army and navy.
During the World war thousands of
the medals of the legion were award
ed to soldiers and public servants.
There are now five classes, the Grand
cross being the highest.
Many American and British citizens
received the medal of the Legion of
Honor, and Immediately after the war
It was also conferred upon the mili
tary leaders of the allies of France.

MENTAL TELEPA TH Y .
For many years the editor has held the opinion that there is
enough evidence in the known facts of science to at least warrant
a belief in mental telepathy. Now, from Russia comes the in
formation that Dr. Ivan Chakhovsky, a noted physician of Moscow,
who took part in experiments, supports the claim of the experi
Artistic Errors
menter that in seventy per cent, of the cases thought trans
Oh,
these
again! They pic
mission was successful. The transference of thought from one ture Cupid asartists
bearing a weapon tha’
brain to another, without speech, signs, or written or printed words ! wouldn’t make an abrasion on a canar;
bird, even if he could hit one—whicl
That’s what telepathy means.
RAPID GROWTH OF FARM RADIO.
There are nearly 1,000,000 radio sets on farms in the United
States, Department of Agriculture estimates, in a report on growth
of farm radio during the past five years. In some States, Depart
ment says, there are radio sets on 25 to 4° Per cent, of all farms
Estimates made by the Department in 1923 showed 145,000 sets in
use on farms at that time ; 365,000 sets in 1924, and 553,000 sets
early in 1925. Increased power and improved broadcasting, to
gether with better receiving sets, the Department believes, “will do
much to aid in establishing permanency of use of radio for the
benefit of agriculture.”

TOP COATS

Take no chances- -buy your Eggs for Easter in Your
Quality Counts I

lo ld

I L

THE GREATEST VALUE MONTH

ASCO Sugar Cured

Funny Ambitions

E

99

----- AND

Millions of Fresh Eggs
For the Easter Festival!

Best Basis for Love

P

66

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i

Authorized Freshman Dealer

i
■I

Ml

■M i
TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
ENJOYABLE
You should be able to see the
type easily and without strain,
and follow through page after
page without effort.
A slight change in your glasses
may make a remarkable differ
ence in your reading.
It will cost you nothing to find
out. We will gladly make the
necessary examination and guar
antee yon satisfaction.
No drops used.
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
With W. L. Stone,
210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Bell ’Phone 321-w
BUli

I

PASTEURIZED M ILK
Rich in butter fat. direct from a
new plant equipped with up-todate machinery recommended by
the State Board of Health.
Quality and service guaranteed.
Served Daily to Patrons in Trappe,
Collegeville and Vicinity.

J. ARTHUR NELSON
Phone 296-m

ROYERSFORD, PA.
9-31-tf

HAULING done by auto truck.
Good service. Charges reasonable.
12-30-tf

JOSEPH LTVERGOOD
Collegeville, P*.

Growth mi Strength

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

MAKES BREAD IN RECORD
TIME OF 52 MINUTES

THE
GRAVE OF
GOLD

sary to carry him on a ntter made 01
PROFESSIONAL dARDS
boughs. This delayed them even more
and It was late, on the third day be y y Z. ANDERS, M. D.
fore they reached the stream. At the
sight of the dashing water, Gilbert’s
Practicing Physician
strength appeared to rally, and, sitting
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Hours: 7.30 to 10 a. m .; 2 to 2.30 and
up, he directed them to cross to the
west bank. At this strange order the 6.30 to 8 p. m. B ell telephone No. 79.
bearers exchanged glances and called
0 R . J. S. MILLER
the rest of the party. They all be
lieved that with a brief return of
Practicing Physician
physical strength the young man’s
BOTH
SCHOOLS—Allopathy and
mind had broken down. The one point
Homeopathy
on which he had always been most
PA. Office hours, ef
positive—that the" vein was on the COLLEGEVILLE,
fective May 1, 1924: Sundays and Thurs
eastern bank of the stream—he had
days—by appointment only; other days
—1 to 2 and 6.30 to 8 p. m. If possible
now abandoned. It was evident to
leave calls in morning. Bell ’phone 52.
them that the lost lead would never
be found.
p T. K RUSEN, M. D.
But It was time to camp for the
C. C. KRUSEX, M. P .
night, and the west bank was much
more sheltered. With much difficulty, BOYER ARCADE NORRISTOWN. PA.
Hours: 9 to 10, 2 to 3, 7 to 8
bracing themselves against the stones,
Sundays: 1 to 2 only.
they carried the litter across the
Day Phone
Night Phone
Boyer
Arcade
Riverview
swift current. Selecting a site shel
Boll
1170
Private
Hospital
tered by a huge bowlder, the men sent
Bell 1417
In advance to pitch camp began with
picks to clear a spot for the tent.
With a ring that could not be mis Db . RUSSEL B. HTJNSBERGER
taken the steel struck the rock. The
DENTIST
men gave a great cheer. Gilbert raised
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA. Office hours, 8 to
himself on his litter when It was 5. Saturday, 8 to 12.
Saturday afternoon
brought up, and gazed excitedly at the and evenings by appointment. Phone 141.
X -R ay Examinations.
great bowlder and its surroundings,
which had come to him so vividly In
that prophetic death-dream—his last QR. FRANK B R A O E E T H
on earth.
Dentist
“The Lost Lead!” he cried In a tri
ROYERS!
ORD,
PA. Practical Dentistry
umphant tone, and- then adding In a
at honest prices.
weak voice, “Bury me here, boys,” he
sank back—dead.
Spring freshets had changed the tor 0 B . CLARKSON ADDIS
rent’s course, and the east bank had
Veterinarian
become the west 1
c o l l e g e v i l l e ; PA.
They burled Louis Gilbert with the Bell Phone
treasure he had never possessed, and
while the rich mine became known in 'J'HOMAS HALLMAN,
financial circles as “The Lost Lead,”
Attorney=at=Law
yet old miners themselves never call
515
SW
EDE
ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
It anything but “The Grave of Gold.”
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E A S T E R S U IT S

Mixing and baking bread in the re
markably short time of 52 minutes
for the 4th of April that will still be beautiful the 4th of July
has been accomplished by Professor
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
B. W-. Dedrick, in charge of the flour
That’s the only real way to choose clothing—with, an eye to the
milling division of the department of
future.
mechanical
engineering
a
t
the
Penn
By HAROLD KINSABBY
INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871
The Spring Suits we are featuring for your wear, Easter, will still
be new on. Independence day.
OYER 55 YEARS IN BUSINESS sylvania State College. This is said
They won’t be ready for the old folks home when you leave home
by millers and bakers to be a world’s
. (© by S h o rt S to ry P u b . C o.)
for your vacation.
record.
A DVENTUROUS
prospectori
And they’ll proudly sit a t your dinner tables Thanksgiving—give
Insures Against Fire and Storm
From three to five hours’ time is
your friends a real presence Christmas—and start 1926 with plans
Z\
who have followed the peril
usually
taken
by
housewives
and
bak
Now you can speed growth in your
for 1927.
Both on the Cash and
/
L
ous
trails
over
the
Cablnel
chicks safety. And at the same time give
ers in the bread making process. A
Who can promise you more? Selections are at topnotch now.
have, as a matte:
them strength to resist disease.
A ssessable Plan
great saving of time and labor is pre of course,mountains
heard
of
the
Lost
Lead,
bu!
EASTER SU ITS AND TOPCOATS $20 to $45.00
For Pratts provides their little bodies
dicted if it is found th at the new pro only he who is a total stranger to teas
with such perfect nourishment that they
cess
developed
by
Professor
Dedrick
A majority of the Suits have Extra Trousers
has penetrated the chaotic wildernesi
Insurance in Force $26,000,000.00
thrive. Thoroughly predigested ingredi
after
two
years
of
experiments
can
be
of
Hell’s
canyon,
and
thus
come
sud
ents. Selected and prepared with the at
Losses Paid to Date $1,000,000.00 applied to commercial and home bread
It’s not hard to shoot a Leopard on the spot!
tention that even human food seldom
denly upon the Grave of Gold. Foui
making. He has found th at a room rude granite posts, connected by heavj
providing of course there is a leopard around to be shot at.
receives. Tens of millions of pounds are
made yearly. Not a pound ever sent out
And in gunning for your Spring Hat it is not going to be hard
temperature of about 85 degrees, a log chains, enclose the spot. On tht
OFFICE: COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
unfit. The biggest selling Chick Food in
to find the best looking hat you ever wore providing you step into a
certain amount of humidity^ and the face of the giant bowlder that standi
the world.
stock that has the best hats the country produces.
B. W. DAMBLY, President, Skippack. use of a highly compressed yeast guard over the few square feet o)
In short—the hats have to be there in the cases before they
are necessary for the quick or “no sacred earth Is carved:
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
can be “there”—above, your face. Ten minutes is more time than
dough”
method
which
he
used
in
mak
you’ll need.
Buttermilk
I
THE LOST LEAD.
ing his record.
Hats For Spring .............................................. $4.85
" ^^iJaby ClockFood
LOUIS GILBERT.
These results come from Professor (
But easily worth a $1.00 more
1860-1891.
Dedrick’s efforts to increase the con
To Our Customers: W e guarantee Pratts
Buttermilk Baby Chick Food unconditionally .
sumption of Pennsylvania v^heat flour
CAPS
$1.00,
$1.85
Every cent back i f your chicks don*t thrive on it
This Inscription marks the loneliest
in which he has co-operated'with mil
yet
richest,
grave
in
the
world.
Mothers— Take your time and ours too.
lers of the state and grain specialists
Sold a n d G uaranteed by
Late In the spring | of 1889, Louli
in the college School of Agriculture
In the Easter comings and goings it’s so easy to hurry into a pur
and the State Department of Agricul Gilbert left his home in Kentucky foi
chase th at has to be sometimes worn by the boy with regrets, we
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS
say—take your good elegant time—and take as much of ours as
ture. He believes that Pennsylvania a visit to his uncle’s* mine in the North
Collegeville, Fa.
west.
He
had
lung
trouble,
and
th»
you please.
winter wheat flour ranks with any on doctor had ordered an outdoor life
You don’t care to sublet your lease on satisfaction—you don’t care
the market, including the northwest While his health improved, he becami
who wants you to hurry.
ern spring wheat flour.
At Mosheim’s you are master of your own time and ours too.
infected with another ailment, per
haps the only one to be caught at that
EASTER SU ITS $8.50 to $25.00
great altitude—the gold fever. Miner*
APHIS EGGS SCARCE;
Made with a pair of extra long or short trousers
FOR LATEST DESIGNS
were his only associates, the talk wai
ROSY APHIS MAY COME all of lodes, leads and drifts, and th«
EASTER TOP COATS, $5.00 to $8.50
" —AND—' |
COAL FOR ALL PURPOSES
Green and grain aphis eggs, which only communication with the outsld*
EASTER CAPS AND HATS
world was by the train of pack mules
And COAL that is GOOD, is the are usually so common on apple trees that carried the heavy ore sacks dowi
LOWEST PRICES
at this time of the year, are few in
ONLY KIND we have to offer.
number this spring, G. F. MacLeod, the winding trail. So it was not sur
—IN
When you use our coal it will not be assistant extension entomologist of prising that his walks took the char
At my residence, next door to Nationa1
found necessary to pile on shovelful the Pennsylvania State College, an acter of prospecting tours, and car.
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
rled him farther and farther from
after shovelful, or continually rake out
207 HIGH STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA.
ashes. It is clean, free from slate; nounces, following an-intensive survey camp. Late in October, when his visit Tenor Got His Chance
at Expense of Rival jyyAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,
burns slowly, and give intense heat. of south-easteren Pennsylvania coun was nearly over, he started with thres
******************4f*******4f******4t*****44********444e'4f45#|
Can you expect anything better ? Let ties.
Arthur Rubensteln—whom I should
days’ *food for a last trip, into new
Attorney=at-Law
us know your wants and we will quote
—CALL ON—
Reports from farmers about the territory. From a conical mountalD mention among the best raconteurs I
you a price that will tempt you; etc. state bear out these observations, so top, about ten miles west of the mine, ever met—was talking to us of the 1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rooms 712-713.
it appears that there may not be se he had looked over a lower range ol jealousy among great singers, writes
H. E. B R A N D T
vere outbreaks of these two . species summits to a great expanse of wild Margot Asquith In London Magazine. ROBERT TRUCKSESS
THIS OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY
He said that two tenors were cho
and broken country that he had never
the coming summer.
R0YERSF0RD
sen
to
take
the
same
part
on
alternate
Green and grain aphids are not the explored.
Attorney*at=Law
COAL, LUMBER, FEED
The weather was like summer when nights In a new and arduous opera 60 E. Penn Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
ones which cause the most damage to
Walnut Street and Seventh Ave.
Collegeville, Pa.
apple fruits, however. Failure to find he started, but thirty-six hours later, which was being produced in Milan. 615; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
NO MATTER WHAT YOU PAY, I CAN GIVE YOU CERTIFIED
aphis eggs on the trees does not imply on the evening of the second day, 3 The first had such a dazzling success Collegeville 144-r-2.
DENTAL WORK FOR LESS MONEY.
that the manager had not the courage
^ i imiiiiiiiiiimnniniiaiiiiiniiir.iiiiiiMiiiiHiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiia that the rosy aphis, the species which fierce snowstorm set in. By midnight,
put the other on the stage, and the
**************************
GUARANTEED 15 YEARS
SW EET AIR EXTRACTS
does the most harm to orchards, will the first blizzard of the season was to
JACOB C. BROWER
*
raging through the mountains. On the second tenor remained for ten days
$”
hot
couse
damage
this
year,
experi
TEETH WITHOUT PAIN!
in obscurity and despair.
$
THE NEW WATKINS **
Justice of the Peace
ences of a quarter of a century plrove. third day the storm still howled furi
&
In the last scene of the opera the
ously,
but
searching
parties
were
sent
He
| HAND MADE & LONG FILLER |
On this account, fruit growers are
hero encounters a bear. He kills the PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estate
$
DEALER
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
and Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
urged to have nicotine on hand and to out with a faint hope of finding the bear and, standing on Its dead body,
*
lecting.
$
I
Can you find a better smoke on jg spray for the aphids in the delayed young prospector before the trails be
X-RAY
*
J the market for 5c than the Key- H dormant with the lime-sulphur-nico came entirely impassable. In the dim sings the final aria, which Invariably
s:
TIME PAYMENTS
brought
down
the
house.
William
C
.
Hildebidle
twilight of the afternoon they re
si
JO H N H. CASSELBERRY
■ stone.
tine combination if they are not. using turned one by one, almost worn out,
The part of the bear was played by
oil
emulsion
or
oil
sprays.
If
the
the
theatrical
hair
dresser,
and
one
PRICES
convinced that the body of the miss
David L. Trucksess
SUCCESSOR TO
Surveyor and Conveyancer
latter are used close watch should be ing man would not be found till the day the second tenor persuaded the
Good Set of Teeth . . . . $ 7 .5 0 UP
EVANSBURG— COLLEGEVILLE R. D.
Fairview
Village,
Pa.
Charles K. W Ismer
kept for the rosy aphids as the buds warm winds of spring should melt good-natured barber to let him take
Double Re-inforced.. $ 1 2 .5 0 UP
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
■ Phones: Collegeville 144-r-2
Norristown, Pa.
break open. If the insects are found away the drifts. Yet, as a humane the part. When the final scene ar property and real estate sold on com
Crown & Bridge Work $5.00 UP
Norristown 1648-r-4
mission.
rived, to the amazement of the audi
present
application
of
nicotine
in
the
precaution,
lights
were
set
in
cabin
150 WEST MAIN
WILL CAUL, AS USUAL
Fillings a t ................. $ 1 .0 0 UP
pre-pink spray at the rate of one pint windows, and guided by one of them, ence the bear refused to be killed, and
_ Opposite Post Office
[ j C. SHALLCROSS
sparred
with
the
hero
to
such
good
IS
of nicotine to 100 gallons of dilute Louis Gilbert staggered into camp and
Y our patronage will be
hSiffifSh No Appointment Necessary 1
fell like a dead man before the mess- purpose that he felled him to the
lime-sulphur will turn the trick.
Contractor
and
Builder
greatly appreciated
room door. He was taken from the earth.
GRATERFORD, PA.
Standing on his prostrate body, he
snow, wrapped in blankets and laid
H O R I S K ’S
SAVED OWN LIFE
flung off his disguise and sang the
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
before
a
blazing
fire.
When
he
showed
Residence — 133 E. Duval Street,
work done. Estim ates cheerfully furn
A schoolroom in Greenville, Pa., signs of life he was given hot drinks aria to a perplexed but enraptured ished.
Germantown.
CONFECTIONERY AND
audience.
was recently the scene of quick, and in and undressed. His prospector’s belt
’Phone—2631, Germantown
H W. BROWN
telligent first aid by a Scout in his dropped to. the floor like lead, and
A FREED outfit in your home in
L I G H T LUNCH
when opened was found to be stuffed
Your Own Place and Hour
own behalf.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
creases the value far above its
**************************
Do not despise your own place and
When 12-year-old Scout Alexander with nuggets of virgin gold.
RESTAURANT
cost.
In the fever that followed, Gilbert hour. Every place Is under the stars, General Contracting and Con=
Hart was examining the new knife of
Cigars, Ice Cream, Tobacco,
talked
deliriously
of
his
long
struggle
every
place
is
the
center
of
the
world.
a friend his hand was accidentally jos
Utmost in heating comfort, econcrete Construction
If you want to BUY or
Fresh Oysters. Families Sup
tled and the knife thrown against his through the blinding drifts, hungry, Stand In your own dooryard and you
ical
in fuel and easy to operate
E
xcavating
and
rigging.
Estim
ates
free.
plied.
COLLEGEVILLE,
near
SELL A PROPERTY
right leg. One blade penetrated deep, cold and aching for the sleep which have eight thousand miles of solid
features the
would
mean
death,
yet
forcing
him
R. R. Station.
ground
beneath
you,
and
all
the
side
severing an artery. The hoy kept his
or, if you
self onward with the blizzard at his real splendors overhead. -The morn E 8, KOON8
************************** head, and cooly fashioned a tourniquet back
as his only guide. The amazing ing and the evening stars are no more
SCHWENKSVILLE. PA.
of his handkerchief and a pencil. He
Want the Best Service in Prop
richness
of his find had given him the In the heavens and no more obedient
**************************
applied
this,
stanching"
the
blood
until
erty or Automobile Insurance
Slater and Roofer
strength that saved his life.
to the celestial Impulses than the
he became so faint that another boy
Equipped when so ordered with
Finally
he
opened
his
eyes
with
the
Be Sure to Consult
lonely
and
time-scarred
world
we
in
And
dealer
In Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
I ROOFING
SPOUTING
had to hold the pencil. The teacher in old look and told more -in detail the
grate bars suitable for burning
Stone, etc. Estim ates furnished. Work
habit.
How
the
planet
thrills
and
re
the meantime had summoned the story of his wonderful discovery. On sponds to the heavenly forces and contracted at lowest prices.
the finer grades of coal.
JOHN A. JOHNSON
I
STOVE REPAIRS
school physician, who said th at had it the east side of a stream, In a canyon occurrences we Httle know, but we
We carry in stock radiators, pipe
403 Swede street,
not been for the boy’s first aid knowl so terribly wild and broken that it was get an inkling of It when we see the HARRY M. PRICE
and fittings, valves and other
Over P. & W. Station
edge the injury might have proved almost Impassable, he had found the magnetic needle Instantly affected by
specialties for complete heating
Painter
and
Paper-hanger
gold on the very surface of a ledge.
fatal.
Phone 232
Norristown, Pa.
solar disturbances.—John Burroughs.
outfits.
Filling his belt, he had started to
Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. E s
“Somei of the night parked car oc blaze his way back, when the storm
timates and samples furnished.
Good
Visit our plant and show room.
ELLWOOD L. HOFMASTER
One of Wren’s Churches
cupants out this way,” writes the came came down with frightful vio
Work, right prices.
Pity the politician. I t’s no easy
The Church of St. Michael, one of
Bindnaugle Church correspondent, lence. The- rest of the journey was
Second Ave. Collegeville, Pa.
matter to straddle a fence while keep
Wren’s churches In London, which has HARRY J. MOSER, JR.
“are as soft as the butter in a picnic simply a horribly nightmare.
Bell ’Phone
ing one ear on the ground.—Burling
sandwich.”—Harrisburgh Telegraph.
As nothing could be done while the just reopened after extensive ren
ton Hawk-Eye.
snow lasted, Gilbert returned to Ken ovations, Is one of the most historic Painting and Interior Decorating
A M E R IC A N B O IL E R & F O U N D R IE S CO.
tucky for the winter, yet could think churches In that city. It Is built on SCHWENKSVILLE, Pa. Estim ates furn
ished free. Work guaranteed 7|30125|lyr
the
site
of
that
erected
by
Dick
WhltFactory
Factory
Telephone Collegeville 59
of nothing but his gold mine. He had
Jor Economical Transportation
Collegeville, Pa.
Oaks, Pa.
found a fortune, had even put his Ington, and In which he was buried,
ESTABLISHED 1903
hands upon It, and .knew it was his but the original was so entirely wiped JO H N F. TYSON
whenever he could stake off his claim out in the great fire that no trace of
SLATING AND TINROOFING
WALTER J. BURNS
and take possession. He spent his Sir Richard , Whittington’s grave
SPOUTING
AND HEATER WORK
time in making a chart of the stream now remains. The representations of
District Representative
he had followed on which he set down Moses and Aaron found In all Wren’s SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Telephone Collegeville 155
Estim ates furnished free.
every detail he could recall of the churches, are in this case exquisite Guaranteed,
Phone 64-r-ll.
l|21jlyr.
the eastern bank, along which he had statuettes which formerly stood on
pedestals beside the altar. They have
traveled.
8. SCHATZ
Early in the spring he was back at now been accommodated In niches In M R S .
Collegeville, pa.
Ills uncle’s mine, waiting impatiently the walls.
for the snow to melt and be carried
Hemstitching
Buttons Covered
Builders’ Device
away by the swollen streams. Finally,
Silk Underwear and Stockings
The principle of the entasis, which
SAVE YOUR POULTRY
after a tedious delay, he set out with is a swelling or outward curve of the Bell Phone Collegeville 34-r-3
BY USING
a small party of miners, all eager to profile of the shaft of a column or
have a hand in locating the prospect. pillar, is utilized to avoid appearance
“Hell’s canydn!” exclaimed ■«the of concavity In its middle portion. In ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■j
foreman, as, skirting Cone Top moun the finest examples of Greek Doric the
SOLD AT
tain, Gilbert pointed out the way. One swelling is a little below the middle
of the men, a Mexican, declined to go point of the shaft, but never so great
C U L B E R T ’S DRUG S T O R E
any farther with the party, and the as to Interfere with the steady diminu
Main Street, Above Railroad
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
£
foreman explained to the wondering tion of the shaft from the base up
TRAPPE, PA.
I Si
Gilbert:
ward. The entasis Is designed partly
f.o.b. Flints M ichigan
“The Mexicans give Hell’s canyon a to counteract the optical illusion which
wide berth. They say that one of them would cause the profiles of the shaft a UNDERTAKER & EMBALMERg
found a big treasure there, and then to appear curved Inward If they were
lost It and his life in some uncanny bounded by straight lines. The entasis
No effort spared to meet the j
way. They found his bones, though, Is almost Invariably Introduced tn the
Between your family
next summer. Knew ’em by his di spires of English churches.
I fullest expectations of those B
vining rod, that he clung to even in
5
and hardship—
death.”
I who engage my services.
Heard After Meeting
On the second day Gilbert and his
As to a choice between “Green 8
:
companions found the stream, which
land’s
icy rhountafns” and “India’s
Trains met at all stations. ■
fought its way among the upturned
our Life Insurance
rocks, cavernous gorges and fallen coral strand,” we’ll take hot India In 8 j Prompt attention to calls by ■
J
ours,
and—to
the
devil
with
the
coal
Trust Tlan
logs of Hell’s canyon. At the sight of
the stream Gilbert jjagerly led the trust, or whatever name you call It
j
telephone
or
telegraph.
search along the east bank, and every by 1—Atlanta Constitution.
INCE Life Insurance
yard was carefully searched. But the
comprises the major
Ouch
l
bowlder, the two dead trees—every
part of the average man’s estate—and since
“When Bill’s dog was killed by an
other characteristic landmark on Gil
most of this insurance money is paid in
bert’s chart—had disappeared. All automobile, It was a sea-going trag
bulk and used up or wasted within 7 years
search was vain. The map was not edy,” remarked the witty youth.
. . . far-seeing men will be interested in
that of the locality they were In—as “What do you mean?” asked the’fair
our Life Insurance Trust Plan. It is de
Gilbert himself was obliged to admit. listener to his wit. “A bark gone for
scribed in detail in our new illustrated
During that summer Gilbert led out ever,” was the reply.
24 -page booklet. W rite for your free copy.
four other searching parties, but never
Simultaneous
got any nearer the lost lead. Then he
More Headaches are relieved with
L ife In su ra n c e is th e g rea t cr e 
Think of buying for only $645 a beautiful
By using a lantern when he
again went south for the winter. When
ato r o f E sta tes— th e T r u s t C o m 
glasses
than
with
medicine.
This
is
he next returned it was with a flushed crawled under a truck, the driver
p a n y th e great conservator.
Fisher body closed car, finished in beautiful
cheek that contrasted horribly with discovered at once where the leak a very simple remedy but effective.
colors of lasting Duco and offering such quality
his pale, pinched look and steadily from the gasoline tank was. It was Come and see us.
N o m r is t o w n -P e n n
failing strength. In spite of all dis right at the same place as the ex
A. B. PARKER & BRO.
features as 3-speed transmission, balloon tires,
appointments, he was still hopeful, plosion.—Detroit News.
T r u s t
C o m p a n y
Optometrists
Alemite lubrication, oil and water pumps, and
and to humor him his uncle’s miners
‘Zfhc C ounty's Cunjcst B ank.
occasionally made excursions Into the
Printer’s Goat-Getter
206 DeKalb S t, NORRISTOWN, PA
Remy electric starting, lighting and ignition!
maze of peaks and gulches.
D 1 m etbyldlbenzyldiaminotriphenyl
| One morning, late in the season, Gil carbinoltrlsudphonlc acid Is common
Come in! Learn how little it now costs to
bert asked for one more chance to ly used for coloring silk and wool and,
L . F A U S T “I think parents need to exercise Willie was 5 years old and went to
solve the mystery of Hell's canyon. we suspect, It frequently comes In IR V IN
own and drive a quality closed car of modern
more control over their children!” de church every Sunday with some other
He had had a dream, he said enthusi handy as a Unotyper’s goat-getter.—
TERKES, PA.
design.
clared the old bachelor who had been small boys, each one having a penny.
astically, that this time he would be Buffalo Express.
BUTCHER AND DEALER IN
successful. The miners did not put
broadcasting his opinion of the rising But one Sunday he went to church
much faith in dreams, but, for his
generation. “Say,” snorted the dad with his mother and when the collec
Time
Not
to
Be
Wasted
Fresh and Smoked Meats
uncle’s sake, and because It was re
Know
the
true
value
of
time,
of three flappers and two sheiks, “af tion was being taken up he asked:
Pork in Season
called that this was the second anni snatch, seize and enjoy every mo
ter you have shown me you can con “Ma, have you got a penny?” “No,”
versary of the great discovery, they ment of It. No idleness, no laziness,
Phone 33=r=2
made up a party and started out in no procrastination: never put off till Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi trol a cyclone, a tornado and an earth said his mother.” “Then take mine.
the usual direction. Although they tomorrow what you can do today.—•
cinity every Wednesday and Satur quake, I’ll try my hand a t exercising I’ll get under the seat.”—Everybody’s
went slowly, the young man’s feeble Chesterfield.
day. Evansburg, Tuesdays and more control over my youngsters.”—
Magasins.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
ness tnei'easad until U heaame neces
Fridays,
C O S T

In BaSsy Ohicks

Cemetery Work

Mosheim Clothing Co.

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

Let Dr. Gould be Your Dentist

| Keystone Cigar |

DR. GOULD

* ************************j

FREED BOILER

SUNBEAM

Freed Heater Company

**************************

ROUP - O V E R

Ok Coach

*645

aw in Price

yet has die Qualityfeatures
o f high-priced cars - <
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TR APPE, PA.

D U A L■ I TF Y
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[Frank W. Shalkopf

a
a

i
a

S

OAKS

PORT PROVIDENCE

NEWS FROM TRAPPE

FOR SALE—Nine acres of land—7 acres
growing timber and 2 acres clear, with
4-room woodsman’s shack. Two miles
from Collegeville. Only $1,000. I. P. W IL
LIAMS, Areola, Pa.
3|25|3t

(Continued from page 1)
The Vanderslice family, who have
Next Monday evening, April 5, the
Preaching
service will be held in
been
farmers
in
this
vicinity
for
a
Oaks Improvement Association will
FOR SALE—Sixteen room house with
hold their regular monthly meeting in number of years, are moving to Cor United Evangelical church on Sun
day, April 4th, at 10 a: m.; Sunday electric lights, heat, well, slate roof, ce
ner Stores, Chester county.
the Oaks Fire hall a t 8 o’clock.
ment
walks, near R. R. station and Perk
Miss Helen Crossman and nephew School at 9 a. m.; C. E. will be held iomen creek, suitable for two families, a
On. Thursday evening, April 1, a
large club or a summer boarding house.
on
Saturday
evening
at
7.30
o’clock.
sacred cantata will be held in St. Billy Bums, of Phoenixville, spent Leader, David Buckwalter. Every Immediate posession; about $800, cash re
quired.
Price $4000. WILSON FARM
Paul’s church at 8 o’clock entitled Sunday at the Carl Melzer home.
AGENCY, Collegeville, Pa.
3118|4t
body welcome.
“Penitence, Pardon and Peace,” by
Mrs. Paul White and Miss Irene
Augustus Lutheran Church
Maunder.
Solists will be Mrs. Bums were Philadelphia shoppers,
FOR SALE—A pure bred (registered)
Holy Week was ushered in with Holstein cow; fresh, with calf by her side.
Blanche Steitler, of Mont Clare and Saturday.
Tuberculin tested. Phone:138-r-6, College
elaborate and impressive services on
Mr. Harold Kratz, Norristown.
3|^l|3t
Mrs. Marie Bateman and daughter Palm Sunday. Stately palms banked ville, Pa.
Mrs. Harry Crosscup entertained spent the week end with relatives in
FOR SALE—White clover comb honey;
the chancel and choir adding their in
the BOO club of which she is a mem Pottstown.
cents per pound. GEORGE WOELFEL,
spiration to the spirit of triumphal 35
Yerkes, Pa.
3|ll|3 t
ber at her home on Wednesday. The
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Moses and son praise. Ten young people were re
guests were from Philadelphia.
ceived into membership by confirma
Billy spent Sunday in Spring City.
FOR SALE—Day-old chicks from “Tom
strain of W hite Leghorns from
On Friday evening, March 28, Mrs.
tion, and three by letter. At the bap Barron”
trapnested stock. All chicks sold are from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abram
Moses,
Mr.
and
Harry Crosscup and Mrs. Chas.
our
own
breeders,
kept on free range, and
tismal
service
three
infants
were
bap
never had lights used on them. 26
Brower entertained the cast, consist Mrs. William Root and son Billy spent tized. The passion history with hymns have
years experience assures you a square
Sunday
with
relatives
in
Chester
ing of members of the Junior Improve
and sermon will be the theme for deal. Bell phone, Norristown 1743. GEO.
MIDDLETON & SONS, Jeffersonville,
ment Association, who successfully Springs.
Holy Week services on Tuesday, Wed W.
Pa.
12)31|3m
Frank Hoffman, Miss Helen Quay nesday, and Thursday evenings at 8
rendered “A Poor Married Man,” on
several occasions to capacity houses, and Miss Anna Hoffman spent the o’clock. On Good Friday the Agnus
FOR SALE OR RENT—Several nice
at an appointed dinner at the home of week end with friends in New Jersey. Dei and Bidding Prayer will conclude new
bungalows near the Perkiomen creek,
also
lots along the Perkiomen creek.
Mrs. Charles Brower, Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Henry and chil the solemn season.
Several
high level lots at Eagleville.
avenue. Those present were: Joseph dren and Mrs. Mary Schuli, of Lim
On Easter Sunday the service will Each is 50 feet wide and 429 feet long.
Kindy, Albert Kindy, Arthur Bubb, erick, spent Sunday at the William open with the processional at 10 WILSON FARM AGENCY, Collegeville,
Pa.
3118141
Oscar Price, Mary Brower, Ethel Williams home.
o’clock followed by the confessional
Walker, "^Vlabel Miller and Ruth
service.
At
10.15
the
organ
solo—
Easter exercises will be held in the
FOR RENT—The attractive 10 room
Kramer. Mrs. Robert. Spackman as
“Cristo Triomfante” —Yon—followed
modern brick dwelling, garage and gar
sisted Mrs. Brower and Mrs. Crosscup. chapel, Sunday.
by the Communion. The choir will den along trolley and highway in Trappe
Miss Ella Sheeder has returned sing “As It Began to Dawn”—Stults. on the W allace Hoyer farm is for rent.
Master Webster Pedrick and sister,
Low rent to responsible tenant. Details
The organ postlude, Marche Joyense only
thru
FRANK T. REESE, Realtor,
Miss Constance Pedrick, spent the from a 10-day trip to Virginia.
17-Y Curren Arcade, Norristown. Pa. 3)1813
—Lerman,
will
close
the
service.
*
week end in Philadelphia with their
The Vesper service by the Sunday
grandmother, Mrs. Ella Wagner.
BLACK ROCK AND VICINITY
School will be held at 7.30 p. m. with
WANTED—Married man for general
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Epler from
farm work; man with fam ily to board
Mr. and Mrs. John Longacre spent a short programme by the children. one
or two hired men, preferred. Good
Pottstown, were Sunday guests of
Sunday with the family of Hiram Organ solos—Easter Melody—B art w ages; privileges. Apply to HARVEY S.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Henry.
BUCKWALTER,
manager, I. Powell
lett,
and
Easter
Marche—Moise.
An
Hedrick, of near Trappe.
3118|3t
them by choir—On Wing of Living Thomas farms, Trappe, Pa.
Mrs. May Brandel and Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Crist, of “The Sycamores,” is
Freece spent Monday in Philadelphia.
Light—Mathiews.
W A N T E D — A wohaan stenographer;
spending some time with relatives in
During the week eggs will be re-, steady position with old-established firm.
Mr. and Mrs. George Beck and Virginia.
Good
clean, comfortable place to
ceived at the church for the Orphans’ work. wages,
Apply only by letter—.to F. care
family spent Sunday In Phoenixville
Miss Bertha Smith spent the week Home at Germantown.
THE IN DEPENDEN T,
3(18
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Beck, end with Mr, and Mrs. Frank Painter
The congregation through the ef
Sr.
WANTED—Married man with farm ex
of Norristown.
forts of the Pastor’s Aid Society pre perience
to take, care of lawn, garden and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Detwiler
Miss Nora Spangler, of Atlantic sented. the) pastor with a silk robe and other light wbrk. House and garden furn
ished. Permanent Job if satisfactory.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl City, spent the week end with Miss full set of stoles.
Phone-^Norristown 1601-R-l. H . S. PLUM
Weaver, a t Cromby, on Sunday.
The vestry will meet iinmediately MER, Fairview Village, Pa.
Masry Myers.
l|4|2t
Contracts have been given out for
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Jones and Mrs. after the service - on Thursday even
MALE H ELP WANTED—M achinists;
several new houses to be built in John Troutman attended the funeral ing.
experienced all around men, steady work.
R. S. NEWBOLD & SON CO., Norristown,
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
Oaks this spring. Mr. Russell Stierly of David Roberts, of Royersford, on
Pa. Phone Norristown 62
4 |llt
is digging the foundation for his ce Monday.
The church was filled with worship
ment block house on Montgomery ave.
pers ta t the confirmation and baptis
SALESWOMAN WANTED—Old estab
The new real estate company have COLLEGEVILLE PERKY LEAGUE mal service Palm Sunday morning. lished House has splendid opportunity for
saleswoman
follow up mail inquiries
broken ground for three houses on
The chancel of the church was beauti and leads in toCollegeville
on best known
BASEBALL OUTLOOK BRIGHT
Montgomery ave. known as “Meadow
fully decorated with ferns. The choir article of its kind in the world. Imme
(Continued
from
page
1)
diate
good
income
assured.
Best of ref
Lawn.” Mr. Frank Jarrett is erect
sang a beautiful anthem. Doris Joy
required. Give education and ex
At the last meeting of the College Troutman, the child of Mr. and Mrs. erences
ing a large garage on the corner of
perience in your first letter. Address THE
Brower avenue and Montgomery ave ville Athletic Association three im John Troutman was baptized. Adult GROLIER SOCIETY, 606 Vandam Bldg,,
Philadelphia, Pa.
4|l|3t
portant
subjects
were
discussed
but
nue of cement blocks. Mr. Ed. John
baptism was also administered, and
son staked off ground on Saturday for not finally disposed of. One was the by an impressive confirmation service,
SALESMAN WANTED—Old established
his new house of cement blocks on new grandstand which a recentLeague the following class was confirmed: House has splendid opportunity for sales
man
to follow up mail inquiries and leads
ruling
requires,
the
other
was
the
de
Brower avenue. Keenen Bros., of
Mildred Marie Kutra, Louise Emma in Collegeville on best known article of
Phoenixville, are going to do the car plorable financial condition of the as Boettger, Rosanna Undercoffler, Mary its kind in the world. Immediate good
income assured. Best of references re
sociation—the A. A. has about $30 to
penter work.
quired.
Give education, age, and ex
start operations on—and lastly the Dorothy Hallman, Mary Frances Mc- perience
in your first letter. Address C.
Mrs. Eva Sentmen spent the week changing of the location of the dia Harg, Clarence William Tyson, Mere W. CRIST,
606-07-08 Vandam Bldg., 1003
end in Conshohocken with Mr. and mond. Just what kind of a grand dith Crawford Ohl and John Detwiler Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 4[ll3t '
Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Mrs. Howard Buzzard.
stand to build was not definitely de Favinger.
ELECTRICAL WORK W ANTED: I am
Mrs. Harry Crosscup and Mrs. Dan cided but it must hold 350 people. If Klauder and Miss Eleanor Klauder now prepared to do all kinds of small elec
were
received
as
members
by
letter
of
trical
lobs, as installing and repairing bells,
iel Pedrick, spent a few days in Al it is built square, about 12 rows
burglar alarms, extra lights, outlets, base
lentown Heights, yrith relatives and high, the under supporting, etc., will dismissal from Trinity Reformed board receptacles, etc., during evenings and
spare time. Repair work a specialty.
run up the cost to about $500.00. If Church, Philadelphia.
friends.
Prices reasonable,
JACOB A. BUGKThe quarterly meeting of the Wo WALTER,
it
is
built
low,
about
4
seats
high,
and
Collegeville, Pa. Bell phone
On Sunday afternoon Rev. RoSs D.
men’s
Missionary
Society
and
the
18-r2.
extended from the backstop to first
Flanagan, rector of St. Paul’s church,
base it will cost only half as much and Girls’ Guild was held in the evening.
held services at Montgomery County
A large congregation greeted the Rev.
FEED ER S ATTENTION!—Granulated
Home. Quite a number of his mem the fans themselves can help to build Allen K. Faust, Ph. D., the president and roasted Corn Meal. Buckwheat and
it, where as, the high and square stand
Graham Flour, Feeding Molasses, Butter
bers attended the services in a body. will require expert carpenters. The of Miagiye College, Sendai, Japan. milk dry and semi-solid, Tobacco powder,
All Kinds of Mill Feed.
On Monday morning at 10.30 an en stand by the way 'will have to be Dr. Faust delivered a most interest Sulphur,
10|29|tf
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
tertainment was given in the local portable and not stationary.' It was ing and helpful address on the Power
school by an Indian chief and squaw, proposed that the A. A. let the High of Christianity in Japan, and its in
NOTICE:
ELECTION OF COUNTY
who are traveling from place to place. School use their stand in return for fluence on the schools. Arthur R. UPERINTENDENT—Notice
is hereby
The entertainment consisted of mu the A. A. using the High School lock Ohl, Jr., sang a beautiful solo. The iven that the school directors o f Mont;omery
County
will
meet
at
the
City Hall
sic, dancing, stories of Indian life, etc., ers and showers. A committee was orchestra played a number of sacred iuilding, DeKalb Street, in Norristown,
‘ennsylvania, on Tuesday, the thirteenth
very instructive and interesting to the appointed to interview the school selections.
day of April 1926, at ten o’clock AnteServices during Holy Week will be 13)
children.
board in view of that proposition. In
leridian, for the purpose of electing a
'M rs. Albany and Mrs. Chas. Walk order to finance the grand stand and held on Wednesday, Thursday and sgally qualified person as county superer attended the Ladies' Aid of Penn to buy balls and bats for the team Friday evenings. Special music, con itendent of public schools for the ensuing
A. M. KULP,
sylvania R. R. meeting at Pottsville and other needed equipment and get sisting of solos, duets and anthems
County Superintendent.
the grounds in shape,ten men who ex has been provided. The pastor will
last week.
Mr. Wm. Albany, of Roxborough, pressed a desire to 'donate $10 them deliver short sermons as follows:
?IRE TAX NOTICE—The members of
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. selves were appointed on a committee Wednesday, 7.45 p. m., “The Tears of
t Perkiomen V alley Mutual Fire Insurto solicit $10 apiece from 50 men in Jesus; Thursday, “The Seven Words
;e Company o f Montgomery county are
Albany, Brower avenue.
of
the
Cross”
;
Friday,
The
Triumph
•eby notified that an assessment of 40
the community., Reports from various
Mr. and Mrs. Christ. Weaver spent
its per $100 w as levied March 15, 1926,
of the Cross.”—Preparatory Service.
pay losses sustained. Paym ents will
Sunday in Glen Mills, the guests of sources indicate that the committee of
The Holy. Communion will be ad
ten has been very successful and is all
made at the Company’s office in ColMr. and Mrs. Harry Miller.
eville.
Extract from Charter: “If any
ministered
Easter
Sunday
morning
at
ready to make a complete report at
mber of the Company shall refuse or
On Thursday evening, Mrs. Norman the next meeting. The committee in 10 o’clock. The pastor will preach a
fleet to pay his or her assessm ent within
McCurdy entertained the r“Dus Dus cludes:
days after the publication of the same,
Frederick Sautter, Harry short sermon on “The Hope for the
per cent, shall be added thereto, and if
Club” at her home, Pennsylvania ave. Brown, Charles W. Bender, Wilmer Futuree Life." The choir will sing
,-ment be delayed for 50 days longer,
Those present were: Miss Laura Rush, Tyson, Edgar Musselman, Charles Easter anthems. The Sunday School
n his, her, or their policy shall have be
ne suspended until payment shall have
Miss Elizabeth Carter, Miss Anna Smedley, Henry D. Allebach, Harry Easter service will be held in the
sn made. The 40 days’ time for the payBrown, of Phoenixville, Miss Norma C. Umstead, Arnold H. Francis, and evening. The title of the service is
nt of said tax will date from March 15,
6 A D. Fetterolf, Secretary. 3118|6t
Tremer, of Port Providence, and Miss Ralph F. Wismer.
“The Lord of All.” The St. Luke’s
Francis Price, of this place.
The grounds committee—J. Hansell Orchestra will asssit. This will be an
BIDS—Sealed proposals w ill be received
Miss Ella Famous wishes to thank French, Wm. C. Miller and Ralph Wis unusual service.
the Directors of the Poor of Montgom
The annual meeting and settlement by
all neighbors and friends, especially mer are contemplating changing the
ery County for furnishing and erecting an
the Oaks Fire Co., for sympathy and location of the diamond to a more of the Board of Trustees and the Con iron fence and two double gates on the
Home grounds, said fence being
assistance rendered during the illness level part of the athletic field, pro sistory will be held next Monday at County
about 200 feet long, and it is to corre
spond with that there now. All bids must
and death of her'brother, Mr. Benj. vided the diamond can be gotten into 1 p. m.
in writing and must be ip the hands
On Sunday afternoon Pastor Ohl be
playing shape for the opening of the
K. Famous.
of Martin L. Horn, Supt., R. D., Royers
baptized
John
Francis
Young,
the
in
League
season
on
May
8
.
If
they
de
ford, Pa., by 9 a. m„ April 8, 1925, from
Miss Dorothy Levis spent the week
whom further particulars m ay be obtain
end in Philadelphia the guest of Mr. cide it can be put into playing shape fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry K. ed. The Directors reserve the right to
Young,
of
Evansburg,
at
their
home.
the
new
diamond
will
probably
be
lo
reject any or all bids.
*)l|2t
and Mrs. Mike Cunnane.
cated in the west comer of the field
Dr. and Mrs. Empy, of Camden, instead of the northern comer. The
FARM CALENDAR
ISTATE NOTICE—E state of Christian
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Thos. western and southern part of the field
Hunsicker, late of township of Upper
When
the
Garden
May
Be
Worked—
E. Francis.
>vidence, Montgomery county, deceased,
are much more level than the north
.etters
of Administration on the above
A delightful birthday luncheon was eastern section that is now being used. To learn whether the garden soil has
ate having been granted to the underdried
sufficiently
to
permit
working,
ned, all persons indebted to said Estate
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A very level diamond had been located
requested to make immediate payment,
Wm. H. Rupert, of Green Tree in in th at section years ago according to take a handful and squeeze it. If the
l those having legal claims, to present
earth
sticks
together
and
yet
will
same without delay to MRS. ANNIE
honor of Mr. Roy Putzman, of Potts the old timers. If the diamond can
1NSICKER, ABRAHAM D. H UNtown. Those present were: Mr. and not be changed this season it will he crumble easily when handled, it is
1KER, P. O. Address R. D. Royersford,
Mrs. Wm. Conolly, Mrs. Sallie Seal- changed next fall. This and the fact time to start stirring it in preparation
Or their attorney, H. WILSON
AHLNECKER, 501 Swede Street, Noreger, Miss Gertrude Sealeger, Mrs. that the High School would use it for for planting.
:own,
Pa.
3|ll[6t
To Get a Smooth Lawn'—Just after
Geo. Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Putz football is the reason the new grand
the
frost
leaves
the
ground
the
lawn
man and family, of Philadelphia, and stand must be made portable.
ESTATE NOTICE—E state of John H.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor P. Levis and fam
The next meeting of the Athletic needs light weight rolling. This will )odd, late of Lower Salford, Montgomery
ounty, deceased.
ily, of Norristown.
Association will be a get together, af prevent the sod from cracking and
Letters testam entary on the above
having been granted to the underOn Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Price fair and “smoker” with free smokes detaching the tender grass roots from 'state
igned, all persons indebted to said Estate
entertained Mr. Harry Crossqup and and eats and the general public is in the nourishing soil, say landscape ,re requested to make immediate payment,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman McCurdy, of vited. It will be on Monday evening, gardening specialists of the Pennsyl ,nd those having legal claims, to present
same . without delay to
WARREN
April 26 in the Fire hall. All the vania State College. This early at he
this place.
1IEGLER, Schwenksville, Pa. Or his Attention
will
produce
a
firm
smooth
orney, THOMAS HALLMAN, Norristown,
Mrs. Clyde Freece spent Sunday in baseball fans and sport lovers in the summer lawn.
>a.
3[ll|6t
community are asked to come out to
Reading with relatives.
Are the Tools Ready?—Tools care
the meeting and put their shoulders
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Jane
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Bechtel enter to the wheel. If you are not a mem fully overhauled prior to the begin
late of Collegeville, Monttained on Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Harry ber of the A. A.—JOIN—the dues are ning of field work will save many an luckwalter,
omery county, deceased.
Letters
testamentary
above esBuckwalter; of Trooper; Mr. and Mrs. two dollars a year.
hour when time as more valuable than ate having been grantedonthetheundersigned,
Wm. Seip and family, Royersford;
while the ground is frozen. Plow ,11 persons indebted to said estate are reuested to make Immediate payment, and
Mr. and Mrs. Neville Cook and fam
points sharpened and in place, tractors hose
URSINUS
PRE-SEASON
BASE
having legal claims, to present the
ily, Ardmore and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
ready to turn over promptly and run ame without delay to C. HOSEA WALKBALL DOPE AND SCHEDULE persistently, missing teeth replaced in 3R, Collegeville, Pa., or A. HARVEY
Grimley and family, of Jeffersonville.
IOYER, Trappe, Pa., or their attorney,
(Continued from page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. E. Grant Keyser spent
the harrows all will assist in making tALPH F, WISMER, Esq., 501, Swede
411|6t
Sunday afternoon in Pennsburg, the
Manager Molitor has arranged the the spring work go more smoothly. itreet, Norristown, Pa.
guests of Mrs. Keyser’s parents, Mr. following schedule:
Harnesses, too, properly repaired, will
and Mrs. Richards.
aid.
Saturday, April 10—Textile, Home
ELECTRIC POWER MAKES NEW
It Saves Oat Crop—One pint of 40
Mrs. Thos. E. Francis is again Wednesday, April 14—Lehigh, Away.
PRODUCTION RECORD
per cent, formaldehyde will treat 50
Saturday, .April 17—Pending.
confined to the house with illness. Energy developed by electric light
On Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday, April 21—F. & M., Away. bushels of seed oats when if is diluted
John Smith and family, of Philadel Saturday, April 24—Albright, Home. by an equal measure of water. Ask and power systems in the United
phia, called at the home of Mr. and Tuesday, April 27—Osteopathy, Home the county agent how to apply the States in December totalled 5,659,161,treatment. Save the crop from smut. 000 kilowatt-hours, a daily average of
Mrs. Ed. Litka.
Friday, 4pril 30—Juniata, Away.
Pastured Trees Die — Remember 182,800,000 kilowatt-hours, both of
Mrs. Charles Brower spent Sunday Sat., May 1—State College, Away
Monday, May 3, Susquehanna, Away. that grazing woodlands is the best which are record figures for monthly
in Philadelphia with friends.
way in the world to create a future
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Gotwals, who Wed., May 5-—Lebanon Valley, Home. timber shortage. Nature has never output and daily average.
The gross revenue from sale of this
Saturday,
May
8—Pending.
had apartments in Germantown for
yet found a way to keep trees grow
the winter, will take up their resi Tues., May 11—Pennsylvania, Away. ing when stock ate the leaves off energy was $145,500,000, an average
daily revenue of $3,986,300, another
dence at this place, Wednesday, Saturday, May 15—F. & M., Home.
Tuesday, May 18—Swarthmore, Away and trampled the seedlings into the record figure for the industry.
March 31, until fall.
ground.
Of the total revenue it is estimated
Friday, May 21—Bucknell, Away.
Mrs. Harry Bare is on the sick Saturday, May 29—Delaware, Away.
that $95,000,000, or 65 per cent, was
list.
INCREASE OF DEATH RATE IN received from lighting customers;
Saturday, June 5—Pending.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Francis, of
NORRISTOWN
$36,400,000, or 25 per cent, from power
The main feature of the schedule is
Collegeville, spent Sunday afternoon the 4-day trip from Friday, April 30
Not since the “flu” has the death customers; $4,800,000, or 3 per cent,
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John to Monday, May 3 including games rate in Norristown been as high as it from electric railways and $9,300,000,
U. Francis, Sr.
away with Juniata, State College and has been in March. It is double that or 7 per cent, from other utilities.
Miss Florence Gohean is again Susquehanna.
During December industrial activ
of March of last year. The records
teaching in the local school after a
of Register White show that there ity consumed 2,767,161,000 kilowatt. “COONS” DISTRIBUTED
short absence owing to the death of
already have been 78 deaths in that hours, the largest amount recorded for
her mother.
State Game Commissioner Adolph registration district, as against 41 last any single month in the history of the
The Indian Head Park Association Muller, of Norristown, has distributed March. Only two of the 78 deaths industry.
are busy making final arrangements twelve raccoons along the Perkiomen, were attributed to influenza, while 23
Subscribe for The Independent.
were attributed to pneumonia.
Skippack and Swamp creeks.
for their opening on Memorial Day.

COLLEGEVILLE

KiTIOML IA 1

JAMES S. BOYD
OF NORRISTOWN. PA

DRESS WELL and SUCCEED
BEING well dressed is a combination o f knowing what
good clothes are and the ability to purchase them at a
store upon whom you can rely to offer you nothing but
correct clothes, reasonable. Here you just select your
particular model— and you know you are well dressed.

B E W IS E
Why take risks with important docu
ments when you can have a box in our
fire and burglar-proof vault.
You may have, some notes that are
your only security for money loaned,
and, if your house or office burns, you
are up against trouble, as it might be
difficult to provethat the makers owed
you anything.

Correct

C lo th e s

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
This Bank pays 3% interest in its
Savings Department on Certificates of
Deposit, 3 >/2% if left one year.

FOR

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■!]
REGULAR REPUBLICAN

O P E N IN G

E a ste r

CANDIDATE FOR

D A N C E

S ta te S e n a to r

TO BE HELD IN THE

RIVERSIDE

PAVILION

(See Windows)

12th Senatorial District, Pa.

GRATERFORD, PENNA.
PRIMARY: TUESDAY, MAY 18, ’26
Saturday Eve., April 3, 1926
Music Furnished by the

Midnight Sons Orchestra
Just returned from a tour of
Kentucky.

Blues and grays are the popular shades in these new
Spring suits of either double or single breasted models.
Patterns run to stripes or those created by the weave
— diagonal, diamond, or herringbone. Sizes, too for
the short or tall man. Many su its have extra trousers.

Thirty-five Dollars

There will be a dance held in
this pavilion every Saturday
night from April 3 on. v

OTHERS $20 TO $50

ADMISSION ONLY 50c

TOPCOATS are very tasty this Spring. There is a se=
date set to the new “below the knee” box models—
single or double breasted— blues, greys, patterns. At

A. H. Espenship, Prop.

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

**************************

$20

I USED FORD CARS
$ 1 5 .0 0

n
■
■

$25

$27.50

■

a

Knit=Tex Topcoats, warmth without weight. Guaran*
teed for three years, exclusively here at $30.00.

DOW N

BALANCE

I* $ 5 P E R W E E K
I

Sedans, Coupes, Tourings,

|

Roadsters

*
**

GEORGE

-------------

1* m o m

ep. idge

m

FOR THE A SSEM B LY
THIRD LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT
MONTGOMERY COUNTY

co,

*
COLLEGEVILLE
*
1
Bell
Phone
90
, 4-i-3t
I
**************************

W.

Car fare paid.
POTTSTOWN, PA.
.p B W W H —

W H U M — M E H M E H E W IM IIH

WEAVER

NEW SPRING STYLES IN

Glenside, Pa.
A business man and an active Re
publican who is qualified in every
way to serve the Third District—
and serve it well.

STYLISH PUMPS
With Arch - Supported
Shanks
FOR THE STOUT WOMEN
AND FOOT SUFFERERS

Vote For WEAVER
AT THE PRIMARIES
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1926

These pumps, built over easy
fitting lasts, combined with
arch-supported shanks, are not
only corrective of foot discom
forts, but a safeguard against
foot trouble. Prices $5 to $6.50

**************************

WINKLER DRUGS *

MILLER’S SHOE STORE

| Anything

No. 8 W est Main St.

AND

Everything

HENRY CLAY
“As a faith patriotism works
wonders in the heart of man;
and it is an instrument of per
sonal as well as social advance
ment.”
JJERE you will find an equip
ment th at is modem and
meets the requirements of an
advanced age. Superior facil
ities and experienced abilities
distinguish our service of sin
cere dignity.
JOHN L. BECHTEL

Funeral Director
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

a good up - to - date
DRUG STORE
should sell
Bring
Your

Prescriptions
Z H IE Z R iIB

We compound them just as
your Doctor wants them com
pounded ; that is the right way.
Stop in and give us a call
and make yourself at home.
Telephone your wants and
we will take care of them.
[E Bell Phone--Collegeyille 150 r 2

W INK LER -DRU G S
Fifth Ave. & Reading Pike,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
V **** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Good food is Nature’s
reward for daily duties.

KY GRABER.S
f HOME MADE
■t BREAD
COLLEGEVIUE B A K E R Y
P H O N E -8 * i R 2

EYE TALKS

YOU LOOK SHABBY

TIRES

Your Glasses
Are the most conspicuous part of
your attire. People when talking
to you look directly at your eyes.
Will your glasses stand this
searching scrutiny, or are they
like “a smudge upon the canvas,”
spoiling an otherwise pleasing
picture.
Besides spoiling the looks, illfitting glasses injure the eyes.

Spring Tire Sale
A real Opportunity to buy your spring supply of Cord Tires
at unheard of low prices. All fresh stock, in the original factory
wrappings. All sizes of Balloon Cords are included in this sale.

30
30
30
31
32
33
32
33
34
30
36
32
29
30
31
30

x Sy2 Reg. Clincher C o r d ............ $ 7.50
x 3y2
OVERSIZE Clincher Cord . . 8.50
x 3(4
S S C o r d ................. . . 9.35
x 4 S S Cord ............................. 12.00
x 4 S S Cord .............................. 13.50
x 4 S S C o r d ................................ 13.75
x 4(4
S S Cord ................................. 17.25
x 4(4
S S Cord ..................... 18.25
18.85
x 4(4
S S Cord .............
x 5 Truck C o r d ............................... 25.50
x6
GENERAL TRUCKCORDS
70.00
x 3(4
S S Silvertown C o r d ... 14.50
x 4.40
Balloon Cord .................... 9.75
x 4.75
Balloon Cord ................... 12.50
x 5.25
Balloon Cord ................... 16.50
x 5.77
Balloon Cord ................... 18.25

All other sizes at proportionately low prices. We will ship
C. O. D. Write, or phone your orders, as our stock will not last
long at this price.

J. L. Bechtel & Son, Inc.
Collegeville, Pa.

EASTER SUNDAY

Lif*.

Quickly learned. Write

Tri'City Barber School
232 N. 9th St.

Philadelphia

TRAPPE

and

A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE

T h e Id e a l G ift

A VERY OLD HISTORIC Borough
with very modern and beautiful homes
just completed with all conveniences.
H ave yon inspected them?
before buying or building.

Jewelry
of

Distinction

HAUSSMANN&CO.

everywhere.

TIRES

TIRES

If you are wearing badly fitted
glasses.

Joyful Glasses
SPRING WORK DELAYED
Our glasses are optically and
mechanically perfect—a joy eith
Cold weather during February and
er to look at or through.
March resulted in delaying at least
three weeks the spring work of farm
ers. There were no “spring days” in
February and very few in March.
Optometrists and Opticians
There remains much snow and ice in
the northern and northwestern sec
725 CHESTNUT STREET
tions of the State. The late coming of
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
spring weather has been of great Roth Phones.
advantage in holding backward devel
oping buds and blossoms thus lessen
ing the danger of heavy frosts de
LEARN BARBERING
stroying the embryo of the 1926 fruit
Ladies, Gents—Big paying trade." Nice
crop.
_______________
pleasant inside work.
B ig demand
“Shall we go to the Zoo and call
on the monkeys again, Dorothy?”
“Why, uncle, it’s their turn to call on

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Visit our shop and choose the
Easter Gift from our large se
lection of modern Jewelry in the
latest designs.

GEO. H. GLEMMER
Curren Arcade
NORRISTOWN

Do so

A few lots still for sale—100x250 ft..

HENRY

W. MATHIEU

Collegeville 57-r-St

TRA PPE, PA.

Philadelphia Market Report
Wheat .........................$1.67 to $1.72
C o m .............................../ . . 68c to 75c
Oats . . . ........................... 48c to 51c
Baled hay ............ $21.00 to $25.00
Bran ....................... $32.00 to $34.00
Live p o u ltry ..................... 28c to 36c
Broilers ............................. 58c to 60c
Dressed p o u try ....................30c to 39c
B u tte r ...................................40c to 45c
Eggs .. 28c to 33c; candled up to 40c
Calves ..................... $12.00 to $17.00
H o g s ......................... $14.50 to $15.50
Fat cows . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.00 to $7.00

